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IFC Postpones Release
Of Drinking Survey
Leading Questions Cited
By MARK RUSS1 L L
Editor In Chit r
The Interfraternu. Council
has decided to withhold ih<. \c
sults of its recent s u n J \ b i t J U S L
the questions "could not « i \e u^
the accurate responsi s ' lu i \>L>L
needed," according to iWaiui)<.nl
released by the IFC. I hi MII\L I \
which asked students ihoul (Inn
thoughts concerning the use of
alcohol, was given to the students
the second week of the semester.
The decision was made after
the results were tabulated last
week. "We found that the limita-
tion of the responses to yes-no-
maybe led to inconclusive results,"
said Chris Shafer '92, speaking on
behalf of the IFC.
The survey was designed to
gain a clearer understanding of
the use of alcohol. It asked five
questions ranging from the choice
of going to mid-week parties if
possible to.the possiblity of going
off campus to drink.
Members of the council ex-
pressed their hope that a new sur-
vey can be produced soon. The
new survey should include the
support of faculty and the Deans'
Task Force On Alcohol.
Also, "we want to survey the
faculty [about the alcohol issue],"
said Shafer.
Over 250 men and 260
women responded to the survey.
The division of the respondents
by class was even.
Members of the IFC decided
to disregard the survey after dis-
cussing the format of the survey
among themselves. "[We] de-
cided to write this [survey] off as
a reasonable first attempt to deal
with the alcohol policy," said
Shafer in the statement. The state-
ment also cited the impossiblity
of results in degree as the primary
reason for the decision.
Some students believed the
survey was inaccurate. "The
questions were very leading," said
OIK student
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One of the comments said
that "If people want to go to fra-
ternities to drink, they should be
allowed. By not allowing this,
Trinity is forcing us to go out to
nearby bars." Another response
said that "Let us have mid-week
parties again! Is this Russia? Do
we have any say or what?"
A survey from a senior
woman said that "I feel the pres-
sure [to drink] only at fraterni-
ties." This sentiment was echoed
by a number of other surveys from
both men and women.
"People will want to drink no
matter what, why not let us dirty
and mess up the frat houses in-
stead of the dorms?" added one
entry.
Many comments raised is-
sues which were not a part of the
survey. "I think that placing the
situation into perspective is nec-
essary," said one. "Why are we
here but to learn?"
The effect on Jones and Jarvis
were covered in one survey. "The
recent ban on kegs has made the
freshmen turn to hard alcohol,"
said the survey.
However, other comments
reflected a different attitude.
"Study - have yer damn parties in
the weekend!" said one.
Another submission sug-
gested that "I feel social alterna-
tives to drinking are plentiful —
only attitudes need to change."
The new survey "is in the
works," said Shafer. Shafer also
wishes to thank everyone for their
support in returning the survey.
Chuck Gill.'91 talks to parents and fans following Saturday's football
game. Photo by T. Frumkes
Hello Mother, Hello Father
Parents' Weekend Brings Families To Campus
M By PATRICIA PIERSON
News Editor
Altyhough it is probably true
that you cannot go home again,
home can come to you. Many
Trinity parents and friends did
just that this past weekend at the
college's annual Parents' Week-
end, which was marked by fes-
tivities, lectures, and cultural
events.
Parents and friends of stu-
dents from around thecountry and
the world visited ther campus to
learn a little about what their
undergraduate experiences dur-
ing his or her college career. The
weekend is also an opportunity
for family and friends of students
to acquaint themselves with the
many social aspects of life at Trin-
ity College, from parties to the
dining hall to movies at Cinestu-
dio.
Said one parent from Min-
nesota, "It was a great chance to
visit my daughter and meet her
friends and professors in a more
casual kind of setting. I did more
than just attend classes and lec-
tures, which is a learning experi-
ence for me."
The weekend began with
registration Friday in the Austin
Arts Center, where parents were
, invited to attend a number of
undergraduate classes. Director
of Affirmative Action and Com-
munity Relations Eddie Perez
spoke in the afternoon on "Hart-
ford: The College Beyond the
Campus," detailing the many
learning opportunities available
President's Fellows Announced
HBy DANSCANLAN
News Writer
Last week, the President's
office announced its list of the
President's Fellows for 1990-91.
Each year, President Tom Gerety
Peter Baer '92 enjoys the class tents with his parents. Photo by T. Frumkes
invites the faculty to nominate an
outstanding senior in each major.
The nominees are those students
with an outstanding academic
record and an interest in a variety
of subjects.
Once appointed, the fellows
meet with the President and sev-
eral faculty memebrs trhoughout
the year to discuss issues of im-
portance to the college. They
offer the President a student per-
spective on many of the problems
that face faculty and students
alike.
The President's fellows are
"a way of recognizing and honor-
ing outstanding work by stu-
dents," said Associate-Academic
Dean J. Ronald Spencer, who
founded the group 17 years ago.
Each year, a sub-group of the
fellows publishes the Trinity
Papers, which serves as a show-
case of outstanding intellectual
work by Trninty students.
"The President's fellows, fac-
ulty and I have had some great
conversations, which are, for me,
one of the most enjoyable aspects
of the fellows," said Spencer.
"We've had some really
rousing discussions concerning
the college, the community," said
President Tom Gerety, echoing
the sentiments of Spencer. Ger-
ety said he thinks the fellows are
"important as a honor and as a fo-
Please see Fellows, pg. 4
to students of teh college who
soend time in the Hartford Com-
munity.
Saturday brought an early
morning reception with faculty and
administrators, followed by the
President's Pre- Game brunch at
Ferris Athletic Center. Trinity's
loss to Williams in the football
game did not dampen the spirits of
Please see Weekend, pg. 4
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EDITORIALS
Traditions Are For Changing
It is hard to believe that classes have been in session for
six weeks already. Therefore, that means that we are almost a
quarter of the way through the year, Trinity's one hundred
sixty-eighth.
In those years, Trinity has developed a number of
traditions. The plaque, the matriculation book, and the lemon
squeezer are three examples of traditions the school enjoys
sharing with the students.
These are not the only traditions at Trinity, however.
Like the others, they continue to this day. Unlike the others,
they are not something of which the college should be proud.
One such tradition is the devil-may-care attitude about
alcohol. The administration has the audacity to release a
statement deploring the use of illegal drugs and alcohol at the
beginning of the year while expensive damage and personal
injury occurs as a result of blatant underage drinking.
Another tradition is Spring Weekend, which is the
school's indirect way of perpetuating drunken disorder by
paying exorbitant amounts of money to get students to listen to
..bands and drink too much.
Women have traditionally been treated very poorly, at
Trinity, as Professor Channels' lecture proved. Sexual
harrassrnent and abuse have occurred without much of an
acknowledgement in the last twenty years.
President Gerety's last two convocation speeches have
attacked the traditional inequality in terms of race and most
recently, gender! He has urged the students to break with
tradition in those areas.
Traditions are worth keeping because they reflect a
sense of Trinity's proud history. However, it is important to
carefully choose which traditions to keep and which to shatter.
The Bigger Issue
As open period approaches, the college has finally
settled into a routine. Classes are in full swing, clubs have
begun in earnest, and the first wave of mid-term exams are
upon us. With all that is going on in our lives, it is very simple
to lose sight of the issues which don't directly affect us.
In this frame of mind it is easy to stay within ourselves.
However, one group on campus has made a decided effort to
remember life around us. The Neighborhood Posse was no
rrjpre than a good idea in August. In October, the Posse is a
viable club which reflects well on Trinity and its students.
The efforts of the organizers are to be commended. The
Neighborhood Posse in its first month has not done anything
but good for students, children, and Trinity in general.
The term "social responsibility" appears occasionally
. on campus whenever a speaker or an event draws the issue of
Trinity's community relationship to light. Soon afterward, the
issue fades into obscurity until another speaker or event brings
itback. : .
Groups like the Neighborhood Posse help to keep the
"social responsibility" of Trinity in good stead.
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Next Time, Get Pat Buchanan To
Speak Instead Of Colman McCarthy
To the Editor:
For the past few weeks, every
time that I glanced around I have
seen signs proclaiming "Colman
is coming." As I had no idea who
he was or exactly what he stood
for, I decided to attend the semi-
nar he was leading. Mr. Mc-
Carthy appears to live in his own
world. He seems to believe that
all of ourproblemsthatour nation
faces cbuld be solved if we all
became vegetarians and rode
bicycles everywhere. Although
these actions are commendable,
they cannot solve all of our prob-
lems.
Mr. McCarthy says he can-
not and will not support any gov-
ernmentthatadvocatedwar. Fine,
but where is his alternative? He
stated that he was in favor of both
anarchy and communism, yet he
does not provide any structure to
replace our existing government.
He says that we should concen-
trate on educating children to
avoid violence tomorrow. I agree
that we do need to educate in the
schools about peace but what do
we do about the conflicts of to-
day? I do not believe that Colman
McCarthy is responsible for solv-
ing the crisis in Iraq. But 1 do
believe that if he is going to attack
President Bush's handling of the
Kuwait problem, he should offer
a viable alternative.
I also believe that the large
amount of money that we spent to
draw Mr. McCarthy to campus
could have been put to better use.
Community Outreach should have
used the money to improve some
of our community service proj-
ects or to begin new ones. If we
are going to spend a large amount
of money on speakers, why not
pay a little more and get George
Will, Shelby Steele or Pat
Buchanan? Each of these speak-
ers has something valuable to say
and a reason to speak.
I had the privilege of meeting
Mr. McCarthy late Monday eve-
ning in the Cave. I found him to
be extremely peronable and I
enjoyed getting the chance to visit
with him. I have no problems
with Colman McCarthy, the man;
I have difficulty comprehending
Colman McCarthy, the radical
activist. I question the wisdom of
bringing him to the Trinity cam-
pus.
Sincerely,
Melinda Cole '94
Lemon Squeezer More Than "Silly Little Myth"
To the Editor:
The Features Page article by
Mr. Tranchina in the October 2
issue brought to light the general
lack of knowledge most people
have of the tradition of the Lemon
Squeezer. What he seems to refer
to as foolishness would take on a
new meaning if the story behind
the this object was understood.
Two things from the College's
history have to be explained to
achieve this: the tradition of Class
Day and the story of "Professor
Jim."
"Professor Jim," or James
Williams, was a janitor for this
school while it was still at its old
campus. He was not successful at
his job, but his popularity among
the students was almost unrivaled.
So when the concept of having a
"Class Day" at this college be-
came a reality in the middle of the-
last century, the students asked
"Professor Jim" to give a bene-
diction to the Senior Class and to
serve his own punch afterwards.
As stated by Glenn Weaver in The
History of Trinity College:
"The 'Professor' was noted
for the excellence of his punch,
and the lemon squeezer that he
used soon became a Class Day
symbol. In 1857,theSeniors voted
to award an oversized replica of
'Professor Jim's' lemon squeezer
to that undergraduate class' whose
agregate excellence in scholar-
ship, moral character and the
qualities requiste to popularity was
thehighest', with the understand-
ing that the recipient class should
pass it on to the class of its own
choosing."
The idea caught on quickly,
but the object became more desir-
able than the idea it represented.
The result was a series of thefts
every few years by disappointed
underclassmen.
We may not get recognition
for the passing of the Lemon
Squeezer in The New York Times,
but the action has great meaning
for all who are associated with the
College. It is not an annual event
and it cannot ever be called, as
recommended, the Gerety Memo-
rial Lemon Squeezer. President
Gerety may represent the
College's current accomplish-
ments, but the Lemon Squeezer
represents a tradition. It serves
as a mark of excellence for the
accomplishments of an entire
class.
With the understanding of
this story, the object takes on a
meaning. If this meaning was
denied, it would be against the
endeavors of over one hundred
and thirty years of graduates
here. I only ask those who
consider this honor a "silly little
myth" to reconsider their idea.
Sincerely,
Thomas M. Zaharevich '93
A Member of Class of 76
Hopes Mr. Berman Can
Separate The Wheat From
The Chaff In Article
To the Editor:
After having read Mr.
Berman's Features article of Oc-
tober 1,1990, "Jesus Lives Down
the Hall," I suggest he attempt to
discern the quite glaring differ-
ences between the actual teach-
ings of Jesus (remarkably enough,
of quite some interest to imbe-
ciles such as Carl Jung, etc.) and
the proclamations of whatever
Sunday school teacher or similar
figure of authority that seem to
have fueled a somewhat random
attack. Since I am no stranger to
the vicious delights of adolescent
rebellion, I have some sympathy
for the impetus of this article. I
do, however, hope that Mr. Ber-
man, in the course of his educa-
tion, becomes more capable of
seperating (forgive the language)
the wheat from the chaff-
Sincerely,
An anonymous member of
the Class of '76
Jesus Was No "Pill-Popping Wimp", Says Chi
To the Editor:
I wonder how the various
students and faculty on campus
would have responded to the
Features article "Jesus Lives
Down the Hall from Me" if it had
been titled "Martin Luther King,
Jr. Lives Down the Hall from Me"
or "Ghandi Lives Down the Hall
from Me." I doubt that many
would have taken it so lightly or
brushed it off as a joke if these
great men of history were por-
trayed in such distorted and false
images. Jesus was not a pill-
popping wimp who chased after
people and shouted "Maybe Sa-
tan will show you some kind-
ness!" Instead, He is the Son of
God who did great miracles and
allowed us to have salvation
through His crucifixion and reur-
rection. If it is an outrage to write
about Martin Luther King, Jr. or
Ghandi in such a manner, why
isn't it the same for Jesus, who is
the central figure in the faith and
lives of Christian believers?
Sincerely,
Sandra Chi '92
Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Macntosh disk)
and must be signed. All letters are the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod.
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Nice Vehicles, Security STERLING SKETCHES by Brian Johnson
To the Editors:
Something has been bother-
ing me lately. With the rule against
weekday parties in full swing, it
would seem to me that our Cam-
pus Safety staff would be using
the time they spent monitoring
fraternities to pursue more worth-
while activities. Instead Trinity's
finest, those boys in blue, have
decided to start training for the
Golf-Cart Indy 500. Maybe I was
hallucinating, but I have honestly
seen the same guy zipping around
the soccer field twice!
Granted it is important to have
a strong knowledge of your ve-
hicle when you go out crime bust-
ing, but donuts and rebel yells on
the quad are sort of a strange way
to behave. Obviously, tending to
all of the on-campus thefts we've
had to deal with this fall hasn't
been enough to tucker out our
intrepid security force.
Seriously, it is only a matter
of time before some person or dog
innocently standing on the Long
Walk gets run over by the late-
night Mario Andretti who has been
taking the Cook Arch at break-
neck speed. The new vehicles are
pretty sporty but they certainly
could be better used. Just think-
ing about the arguments these guys
must get into over who gets to
drive the ATC is enough to give
me nightmares. Somebody ought
to write a letter.
Sincerely,
A disillusioned theft victim.
An Explanation of Jesus
To the reader:
Jesus was a radical. He chal-
lenged the religiosity of the spiri-
tual leaders of His time. He
preached a gospel of love; all
people were equal in his eyes. He
crossed social boundaries to reach
out to outcasts - women, the dis-
eased, and the poor. In his three
years of public ministry, this
carpenter's son from the backwa-
ter town of Nazereth attracted
crowds of thousands of curious
people. Jesus was a person who
simply could not be ignored.
Many of those in the crowds
expected Jesus to be a militant
leader who would free them from
Roman rule. On the contrary,
Jesus came in peace. He chal-
lenged the people to focus on their
own hearts, and what they would
find there. He accused the relig-
ious leaders of being hypocrites,
people who appeared righteous
on the outside, but were inwardly
proud and self-indulgent. In chal-
lenging their authority, his own
was questioned. Eventually he
was put to death, although no
legitimate charge was made
against him...
In your search for the truth
about Jesus, start with the pri-
mary historical source - the Bible.
Find outwhat Jesus' life was really
all about.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Yeltema '92
Writing Center open
MWF 1:00-4:00 at
115 Vernon Street
•/OPEN PERIOD
Open MW 1-4 TTh 6:30-9:30
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Sterling Sketches is a cartoon which parodies student life. The Tripod
hopes to run a segment each week
SYRACUSE ABROAD
Study in one of SU's academic programs in England, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary and other iocations for a
semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.
SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
Name _
Address
City .State
Phone .
School
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471
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The Pacifist That Roared
Colman McCarthy is Strong on Nonviolence: Rejects Armed Conflict
m By PATRICIA PIERSON
News Editor-
After an extensive' ad cam-
paign and much publicity, Wash-
ington columnist Colman Mc-
Carthy visited Trinity on Sunday
and Monday of last week. Mc-
Carthy, an avowed pacifist,
teacher, and social critic, spoke at
a dinner with students Sunday
night, in selected freshman semi-
nars on Monday afternoon, and in
the Wahington Room to a packed
audience on Monday night.
"I'm trying to unlearn the
word war and learn the word
slaughter," said McCarthy to the
Campus Safety is test-driving the latest addition to its fleet of on-
campus patrol vehicles, a candy-apple red Cushman/RV hybrid.
Aptly named "The Mule," it will be used exclusively for interior
patrol, including the area around the Ferris Sports Complex.
According to Assistant Director of Campus Safety Tony Bostick,
the 4-wheel drive burro is speedier and more durable than its
current counterparts, and thus far, is "definately suiting ourneeds."
While this particular "Mule" is a demo, Campus Safety anticipates
the arrival of the stock-model within a couple of weeks;
In its effort to transform the Cave into the ideal hangout,
Marriot has installed a new juke-box amidst the sitting area. The
juke-box, which plays selections from compact discs, holds vari-
ous types of music ranging from the early fifties to the present. But
due to concerned faculty who worry for the tranquil setting of the
Cave in the early afternoon, it is suggested that the juke-box not
be used until 4:00 p.m.
"We just thought it would be a nice idea to have a different
type of atmosphere," Food Service Manager Laurie Hennessey
commented.
The Watkinson Library has on display its two latest exhibits:
Complaints and Cures: The Search for Health in 19th century
America, and a pictorial entitled The Abyssinian Birds of Louis
AgassizFuertes.ComplaintsandCures examines various andsun-
dry 19th century medical marvels, includingconventional and
patent medicines, personal concoctions, and water-cures. The
display includes the traveling medical kit that belonged to Harriet
Beecher Stowe. The Abyssinian Birds showcases the reproduced
watercolors of Louis Agassiz Fuertes, who made the trip to
Abyssinia in 1925 under the financing of the Chicago Daily News.
Speaking of which, we noticed that the red and white sign on the
brick wall directing passengers to the Library and Funston Foun-
tain reads "Library Entrance Thru Courtyard." We can not figure
why the contracted form of the word through is used, save for the
fact that sometimes it's easier to take the kwik way out of things.
, , Comments by Hugh Anderson
freshmen on Monday afternoon.
He indicated in his speech that he
chooses to point out the atrocities
of war instead of accepting vio-
lence as justified. McCarthy is
also against any kind of armed
resistance to violence, such as the
U.S. involvement in the Persian
Gulf.
McCarthy urged the fresh-
men to take up "peacmaking" as
their goal in college. "Write a
letter home to your parents," said
McCarthy, "and tell them 'I apo-
preciate what you' ve done for me.'
We always leave appreciation
until too late. That;'s the smallest
act of peacemaking you can do."
In addition to urging concili-
ation, McCarthy stressed that
students should become radical-
ized in college. "I think you have
a right to make demands as stu-
dents," he stated. McCarthy, who
played a song for the students by
Ausralian folk singer Julie Small
speaking against war and its toll
not only on the soldiers them-
selves but the wives, mothers, and
daughters who must wait at home
and accept the status quo, stated,
"Love is a command to action -
not just an emotion. We have to
study who the great givers and
receivers of love were inhistory,"
in order to better teach peace to
our students.
President of Community
Outrach Eleanor Traubman '91
and other members of the spon-
soring organization distributed a
petition to students at McCarthy's
speeches calling for a Peace Stud-
ies curriculum at the college. The
petition was signed by hundreds
of students, and Traubman hopes
their support will have an impact
upon the administration when
considering such a program.
In addition to writing a syn-
dicated political commentary
column, McCarthy teaches at a
college in the Washington, D.C.
area and at a Bethesda high school.
Can Trinity Live Within The Neighborhood?
Senator Barrows Addresses Community Concerns
I By JONATHAN HEUSER
News Writer
State Senator Frank Barrows
addressed a small but attentive
audience last Tuesday in the
McCook auditorium.
Barrows' lecture, entitled;
"Trinity's Relations with the
Community," discussed primar-
ily the role Trinity students, as
graduates, can play in their^com-
munitites. , "* .
"Your own community is a
goldmine; there is a lot of money
out there if you understand the
system," he explained.-
The senator said that Blacks
frequently, after becoming suc-
cessful, leave their communitites
and "the best and the brightest"
leave their neighbors to fend for
themselves.
Barrows insists that this is a
mistake. Not only is the Black
community suffering from this
exodus of resources, but there is
much potential for profit that re-
mains untapped, he claimed.
To illustrate his point, Bar-
rows cited the statistic that the
average Black male owns eleven
pairs of sneakers, yet as far as he
could determine, only one com-
munity in reasonable proximity
to Hartford has a Black sneaker
distributor.
Barrows polled the audience
for reasons as to why affluent or
highly educated Blacks often shun
the communitites from which they
•or their families came, and a
generally accepted reply was that
people often feel "above" their
roots. They think that the old
neighborhood does not offer any-
thing to them.
The senator said that he knew
a man who was "making $50,000
a year because he owned two shoe
shine stands downtown. .Another
guy at the airport had three
stands—he was probably making
$90,000 a year," a poignant illus-
tration of the money available to
entrpreneurs who invest in their
communitites.
Barrows also talked of a
friend who worked at Pratt &
Whitney, but who noticed a hot
dog salesman doing a brisk nbusi-
ness on a corner in his neighbor-
He is one of the foremost advo-
cates for Peace Studies curriculua
at universities and secondary in-
stitutions.
McCarthy spoke extensively
about "getting to the core of prob-
lems, not dealing with the effects
of problems." When qustioned by
one student about how he would
solve the current Persian Gulf
crisis, he indicated that we need to
plan to unravel the next war that
comes along by educating today.
The machinery for war is already
in progress in the Gulf, and there
is little we can do except work to
conciliate through channels such
as the United Nations, he said.
McCarthy's final word to the
freshmen was, "Don't worry about
success, worry about being faith-
ful," to one's cause.
Monday evening's lecture in
the Washington Room: "Work-
ing for Peace and Social Justice -
Why Should We Bother?," drew
a crowd of over 400 students,
faculty, and administrators. "This
lecture is not just for intellectual
digestion. It's so you can take
ideas away with you," stressed
Traubman in her introduction to
the speech. McCarthy continued
in this vein by indicating several
"essentials" for peacemaking.
"How do I become effective
as a peacemeaker?" McCarthy
asked," I think there are three
essentials: a sense of prayer, a
sense of service, a sense of exor-
cism." He continued, "We expect
service from you. It's where you'll
find your joy, it's where you'll
find your meaning."
McCarthy's speech, slightly
varied from his earlier lecture,
featured a slide show on pacifism
compiled by one of his peace
studies students in the District of
Columbia. Entitled "New Shoots
for Peace," the slideshow ad-
dressed possible avenues for liv-
ing peacefully, in harmony with
the environment and animals.
With pointed quotations from
Gandhi and other pacifists, the
presentation also enumerated al-
ternatives to the draft and conven-
tional warfare.
If, as Robert Browning wrote,
"Man's inhumanity to man makes
countless thousands mourn,"
McCarthy attempted during his
two days on campus to offer solu-
tions to this situation. Through a
long career of speaking and teach-
ing peace in the classroom,
McCarthy strives to eradicate the
need for war and to foster a sense
of community and understanding.
. Concluded McCarthy,"Those
of you who have made that
[commitment to peace] - that's
what your college years are for."
hood. The friend then began
renting a hot dog cart part time,
but ended up collecting such an
impressive profit that he quit his '
job to become a full-time vendor.
Barrows also discussed the
real estate bargains available
within Hartford to home buyers.
"In the North end of Hart-
ford, we have beautiful houses
that sell for around $120,000. In
another community, houses not
even as big would go for
$300,000," he said.
In parting with the crowd,
Barrows had a few words of ad-
vice and some suggestions for
students.
"We have to be thinking about
being more capitalistic," he said,
"making money and putting it into
the community. Don'tth'ink about
trying to save America. Try to
save yourself and then don't for-
get where you came from."
"Come to my community
some time and see what's going
on. Go to shelters, do some vol-
unteerwork. Powertothepeople."
• • •
SGA:BOX
Need a ride to the airport for your Open Period
S.G.A. will run a
leaving Mather <
shuttle
;very 1
to the
lour or
Travel Plans? The
airport on Friday, October 12,
1 the hour. Call the S.G.A.
Office(extension 2170) for more information and to reserve your
seat. First come, first serve.
Student Goverment Association
Fall 1990
Name:
David Friedman
Joe Ragaglia
Malcolm McClean 1772
Colin Kisor
Liz Bakulski
Pat Kinsman
Audrey Brashich
Chris Foley
Terrie Dams
Mike Schildkraut
Sean Greene
Jen Reagan
Dudley Blossom
Dave Hen-
Bill Roselli
Pat Gringas
Matt Pietrafetta
Heather Dawley
Drew Kemalian'
Afshan Asghar
Michael Conrad
Jessica Reinis
Nick Neonakis
Jon Trevisan
Craig Woerz
John Piper
Pete Hodgdon
Steve Spaulding
Arin Wolfson
Tom Williams
Mary A. Pottenat
Mimi Anderson
Kelly McDevitt
A. Marcantonio
Kristi Schwarz
RoannaZia
Gilbert St. Firmin
Derek Abrams
Samreen Malik
221
16
1721
969
607
2066
1905
633
813
35
1097
112
623
793
564
1714
494
548
338
1216
1452
1483
1247
1105
374
2002
5410
1863
938
1186
1500
1296
1497
1943
932
1166
Ext.
2618
525-
3543
525-
2849
3023
2970
3226
646-
2644
2845
3078
525-
278-
278-
3266
2887
3281
3504
3281
3469
3216
2750
2623
2951
3284
3094
3256
3180
3256
2604
3361
2748
2748
4620
3473
3592
2901
3466
Raster
1569
1569
8736
1569
5383
2728
Representing
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Class of '91
Class of '92
Class of '93
Class of '94
IDP
IFC
PAA
At-Large
At-Large
At-Large
At-Large
Jarvis 101
Jones 209
Northam
Wiggins B2
Jackson
J. Towers
Vernon St. 324
Elton316
Clemens
CookC21B
Park PlaceA2
North Campus 125
Ogilby34
High Rise
Boardwalk34
Funston 210
Smith203
Little
AnadamaD2
Frobb 302
Stowe Cl
DoonsburyA3 A
Woodward
Goodwin
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President's Fellows
Continued From Page 1
rum."
Recent discussions have touched on such issues as the Inter-
disciplinary Minor system, distribution requirements, and the
student's right to choose what kind of courses he/she takes.
Said Gerety, "I really enjoy our meetings and I hope to gain
wisdom from them."
Last spring the President's Fellows program encountered con-
troversy when a number of undergraduate students took issue with
the appointment of IDP (Individualized Degree Program) students
as Fellows. The issue centered on the difference in standards
between the normal undergradute program and IDP - some arguing
that IDP was easier, some that it was more difficult. Also called into
question were the standards for all senior awards given at gradu-
ation. Among these was the annual Holland Scholarship for the
number-one student in the senior class. This year only one IDP
student was nominated to be a President's Fellow.
The following are the President's Fellows for 1990-91: Kathryn
Brennan, Psychology; Dudley Blossom, Studio Arts; Allison
Carey, Sociology; Camille Carida, Theater and Dance; Joseph
DiBiase, Engineering; Deborah Dworkin, American Studies; Cath-
erine Edwards, Music; Margaret Flynn, Biology; Chris Goodridge,
Physics; Eric Griffith, Economics; Michael Jud, Political Science;
Jennifer Kaplan, Art History; Heidi Kriteman, Educational Stud-
ies; Heidi Lamer, Modern Languages and Literature; Christine
Lindsay, Classics; Andrew McAllister, English; Katryna Nields,
Religion; Adil Sanaulla, Mathematics; Deborah Schmitt, Com-
parative Literature; Susannah Smetana, Philosophy; Sharon Suh,
Parent's Weekend
Continued from page 1
many guests who enjoyed tail-
gate parties, class courtesy
tents, and the music of the
Trinity Pipes after the game
ended.
A performance of "The
Love Letter" at Austin Arts
Center, which was well-at-
tended by visitors and students,
marked Saturday's schedule.
Remarked one father from
Massachusetts. "I think the
college really went to a lot of
effort to pull this all together.
I appreciate the fact that there
were many different kinds of
activities available to my wife
and I during the weekend.
Not just luncheons and long
lectures."
No Blood for Oil
Teach In/ Speak Out _ 7
: On The Mideast Crisis
:S;iiLii;da\v Kl/l 3^0. IOum-4pin
United" Church on the Grecii
corner of Elm & Temple Sis...
ASM in si War in
3460. 7X7-O262
Colman McCarthy speaks outside the cave. Photo by S. Muik
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Williams is up to its ears with
trouble lately. Over twenty stu-
dents were recently, arrested by
Williamstown Police on alcohol-
related charges. The crackdown
was prompted by local residents
complaining of problems associ-
ated with late-night and off-cam-
pus parties, In many incidents,
police have gone undercover to
catch the students. Undercover
policemen attending parties wear-
ing William's sweatshirts or hid-
ing in nearby underbrush have
been reported by students. Stu-
dents were arrested on a variety of
charges, including transportation
of alcohol by a minor, open con-
tainer violation and driving while
intoxicated.
What's more, four faculty mem-
bers have been prohibited from
contact with certain female stu-
dents following complaints of
sexual harrassrnent. The profes-
sors, each targets of complaints
over the past two years, have
received a reprimand and a warn-:
ing that any further incidents could
place their careers in jeopardy,
As it was decided at an informal
level, students and professors
involved have found the resolu-
tions satisfactory.
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
A female was physically assaulted
in her dormitory room, sustaining
bruises, cuts, and curling iron
burns on her arms. While clean-
ing herroom, the assailant, weaing
ski mask and gloves, entered her
room, closed the door, and at-
tacked her. One week later, the
case was closed due to the Worc-
ester Police Department's state-
ment that, "The allegations were
determined to be unfounded,"
meaing that there was not enough
evidence to legally pursue the
case.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
The Greek system is undergoing
some major changes this year.
Through the recommendations of
the SCRL (Special Committee on
Residential Life), the University
has decided the eliminate fresh-
men rush. Students may now
only rush as of Septemberof their
sophomore year. Pledging has
also been eliminated. As Univer-
sity President Neil R. Grabois
stated, this has the intent of end-
ing the notion that "one must be
seen and known in somepassion-
ate way" in order to be accepted to
a house. Steps are also being
made to ensure that all students
wishing to belong to a fraternity
or sorority will be able to do so,
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Bowdoin is ablaze with news.
Acually, two blazes within three
days. The firstfire occurred at the
Delta Sigma fraternity house
when draperies caught fire from
a single lit candle. The actions of
the sprinkler system and a student
with a fire extinguisher quickly
squelched the small fire, leaving
behind superficial damage. The
second fire occurred three days
later after an arsonist set Fire to
several bulletin boards in Moore
Hall, Investigations are still under-
way.
AMHERST COLLEGE
Between an increase in financial
aid allotments, legal fees, and
problems with the school's sum-
mer program, Amherst finished
its fiscal year with a deficit of
$859,000. However, they re-
cently managed to hire a sexual
harassment educator in order to
educate the community and work
in the dormitories, focusing on
freshmen, To go along with that,
an Amherst town resident was re-
cently apprehended for attempt-
ing to videotape students in the
women's locker room.
In other news, off-campus frater-
nities are in the process of creat-
HIS WEEK IN
RINITY HISTORY
COMPILED BY JAY AKASIE
100 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tablet; vol. 24, No. 2; October 25 1890.
"Taking ad van tage of the absence of the majority of the SophoJ
mores, the Freshmen, on Oct. 8, at 8:23 P.M., hung a transpar-j
ency upon the statue of Bishop Brownell. After the inevitable)
class scrap, the Sophomores removed "94" s handiwork."
"Trinity is remarkable for her college spirit. The number of men
accompanying the football team on its out of town trips com-
pares with colleges of twice the size."
"The Banjo Club under the leadership of Mallory '92, has begun
its rehearsals and gives great promise for the ensuing year. The
club will be composed of entirely new men, but as there is very
good material in college, it will probably be better than it has
been for the past few years."
50 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 37, No. 2; October 8,1940.
The editor of the Tripod warned that during the autumn season
the wet, fallen leaves could make driving extremely dangerous
Because many students would be driving to Worcester thatl
coming Saturday to cheer on the football team, the Tripodj
suggested:
"Sane driving will cut down the number of accidents on out]
country's highways. As Trinity College students let us do out]
part and think twice before pushing the accelerator all the way
to the floor."
25 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 37, No. 4; October 12,1965,
An all-college forum heard architect Edwin de Cossy speak of
his design for the proposed Life Sciences building. He claimed
. it was,"a,o attempt, in a contemporary manner, to capture the
mood of the Burgess buildings along the walk," He said he
hoped the building would relate well to the brownstone struc-
tures^) and tie the campus together.
The Student Senate passed a resolution requesting the admini-j
stration to grant an extension of dormitory hours from 11:30
P.M. to 1:00 A.M.. The request, in the form of a letter toj
President Albert C. Jacobs, listed 14 reasons for the extension]
Some of them were:
- "Extending the dormitory hours would create more normal|
conditions on campus, 1:00 A.M. being a more 'natural time' to;
terminate a date."
- "An extension of dormitory hours would permit Trinity menj
and their dates a greater degree of privacy - 'a perfectly normal
and natural desire'."
ing their own Inter-Fraternity
Council (IFC) in order to stengthen
fraternities and keep them work-
ing together instead of in opposi-
tion. Comprised of Psi Upsilon
(Psi U), Chi Psi, Delta Kappa
Epsilon (DKE) and Theta Delta
Chi, the council will not be ap-
proved by the National Fraternal
Association, nor,will itseek itsas-
sistance. Despite this, the Dean of
Students.Office doesn't think the
IFC wiil have an effect on the
status of Amherst fraternities.
AmherstPresidentPeterPouncey,
who sent a letter to all new stu-
dents encouraging them not to
join an off-campus fraternity,
stated that he is not concerned
about the idea of the IFC, but is
concerned with the phenomenon.
Trinity Student Tour of the USSR and Poland 1991 will take
place January 2-19, 1991. The tour will go to Helsinki,
Moscow, Leningrad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and Krakow/
Auschwitz, Students interested should contact Dr. Kassow or
Dr. West (sign up list located at Seabury 12C).Trinity Student
Tour of the USSR and Poland 1991 will take place January 2-
19,1991. The tour will go to Helsinki, Moscow, Leningrad,
Vilnius, Warsaw, and Krakow/Auschwitz. Students inter-
ested should contact Dr, Kassow or Dr. West (signup list
locatedatSeaburyl2C).Trinity Student Tour of the USSRand
Poland 1991 will take place January 2-19,1991. Thetourwill
go to Helsinki, Moscow, Leningrad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and
Krakow/Auschwitz. Students interested should contact Dr.
Kassow or Dr. West (sign up list located at Seabury 12C).,.
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World & Nation
Louisiana Politics Tainted By Duke's Run For U.S. Senate
iByAFSHANASGAR
World and Nation Writer
David Duke— a few years
.ago very few Americans except
for the state of Louisiana would
have recognized that name. But
during the past week, the media
has been screaming out his name
in protest. So, who is David Duke
and why is he getting so much
attention?
The answer lies in a contro-
versial film clip aired on state-
wide television last month. It
shows a much younger Duke in
the 1970's standing beside a burn-
ing cross and chanting "White
victory". This seemed to frighten
not only Louisiana but the entire
United States, as they real ized that
Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan
member, is campaigning to be a
U, S. Senator from Louisiana.
What appears even more
shocking is that in a time of severe
racial tension, people are actually
supporting Duke and his "Right
for Whites" ambition. Although
only forty years of age, Duke has
had a long, but seemingly un-
known, political career. He looks
too young to have founded so many
racist organizations and to have
run for so many offices— twice
for State Senator member; twice
for the Presidency, as a Democrat
and then as a populist;, once for the
State Legislature as a Republican;,
and now for the U.S. Senate as a
Republican without the party's
endorsement. Even as a Klan
member, he won 33% of the vote
in his 1975 Senate race. As an
overnight Republican candidate,
he won 51% of the vote in his
victory for the State House seat •
which he now holds.
Even though behind in the
polls at press time, Duke claims
that he has a secret vote from the
people who will not confess their
preference to pollsters. As he
becomes more acceptable and
more identified with non-racist
politics, like his opposition to
Governor Buddy Roerner's tax
increases, there is less reason for
voters to hide their support of
him.
In fact, at times he seems to
repent his "youthful indiscre-
tions" claiming repeatedly that
he had been a loner in school and
that he only sought out the ex-
tremist mentors of the Klan be-
cause they treated him as a bril-
liant young disciple. In a tele-
vised debate, however, his oppo-
nent, Republican State Senator
Ben Bagert, Jr. and Duke got
involved in a shouting match.
"What the heck have you ever
done with your life?" yelled an
angered Mr. Bagert. "All you've
been able to do is burn a cross." A
red-faced Duke at one point
shouted "Let me finish, let me
finish" as Mr. Bagert jabbed at
him again and again. It seemed
that Duke had, in fact, turned over
new leaf. But he still continues to
promote issues such as opposi-
tion to affirmative action, minor-
ity benefits, and welfare without
drug testing.
The Community Outreach
brganization would like to thank all
the sponsors who helped bring
Colman McCarthy to Trinity.
TCAC
ASIA
Freshman Seminars
•SOAR
Progressive Student Alliance
Newman Club
English Department
History Department
Women's Studies Department
Dean Of Students'Office
Student Government Office
ConnPIRG
Men against Violence Against Women
Education Department
AINur
Psychology Department
AIESEC
Sociology Department
Interfraternity Council
Economics Department
Religion Department
Thank you very much.
While Duke thinks that the Louisiana further is that their
people of Louisiana support him, younger generation of voters seem
many are disappointed in his to support Duke wholeheartedly, ^op tms man tney say is
"Klanic" ways to achieve atten- The outcome of this issue will L o u l s l a n a a "ad name,
tion. What scares the people of soon unfold before our eyes and
New Budget Proposals Leave
Alice Lost In Washington Land
iByJAYBARBA
World and Nation Writer
Lately, I've felt like Alice did
when she stepped into that strange
world. It seems that everything
going on in Washington, D.C.
about the new the budget pro-
posal, which cuts Medicare and
has a tax break for thesuper-rich,
is all backwards and reversed. But
the confusing element is who the
proponents and opponents of the
budget are— George Bush "and
the Democrats versus the Repub-
licans. If anyone could find fault
with this budget, I would have
guessed the Democrats could.
Instead, the Republicans are afraid
to vote for these tax increases,
ones that hit the lower and middle
classes the hardest, those who have
never been really close to the
Republicans anyway. I would
think any good conservative would
foam at the mouth to cut Medicare
arid lower taxes for the rich. What
are the Republicans waiting for,
no social spending and 400 new
stealth bombers?
I'll admit that the five year-
Si 70 hi) I inn hi ulrtpf
 c u t ancl the ten
percent luxury tax would be at-
tractive to most Democrats, but
they come with the expense of
sacrificing Medicare and the
middle class. Congressional
Democratic leaders feel that this
is the best deal they could get, but
I hope that better deals could come
along. If it is the best our country
can do to help the poor, I think I
better check some real estate
prices in Sweden. The Derho-
crats might just be afraid of hav-
ing a recession blamed on them
like the '70's recession was
blamed on Jimmy Carter.
But the strangest statement
in Washington was said by the
usually blame-avoiding, public
opinion-pandering George Bush.
He said in his address to the na-
tion last Tuesday that the con-
stituents of Republican congress-
man should "blame" him for the
passage of the budget. He amazed
and shocked me, and almost made
me respect him a little bit. Al-
most.
As for my opinion of the
budget, I'm unsure as to its future
complications. I would probably
vote against it, but considering
the surprising Republican re-
sponse, maybe the Democratic
leaders are right; maybe it is the
best deal we could get. Whether
it's passed or failed, it's good to
see Washington roll up its sleeves
and start working on the three
trillion debt that hangs over our
heads. And who knows, with the
way things are going in Washing-
ton, maybe Bush will come out
and admit that this deficit was the
Reagan Administration's fault,
using what George himself called
"voodoo economics." But proba-
bly George will continue to be
like the Cheshire Cat, smiling a
lot and never staying in one place
for too long.
Theled
Tuesday
Wednesday
MUSIC AND FOOP. MU5K
AND F0OD. M W C Affo
FO6&
KfcN SPEAKER UANDF0OP-
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FREUDMANl fouFFINSlLOVE
HAPPY COFFEE
TEA!
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When I was a senior in high
school, I wrote the following
ditty:
Woe to the Republicans, what
have they wrought?
Dangers in the economy, solu-
tions they have sought
1040A, 1040EZ—tax breaks for
the rich, that is their function
Hey, George, aren't you forget-
ting my tax deduction?
Though it's not Eliot, it does
paint a clear picture of the eco-
nomic landfill this country has
been digging itself into. Some-
one who wrote in to the Tripod
last week, I think his name was
...urn... Mr. Taylor, said among
other misconstrued comments
that the' 80's were a decade that
witnessed "unprecedented eco-
nomic growth, low inflation, and
low unemployment." And to
think thathe accusedme of being
forgetful. No, Mr. Taylor, it is
you who chooses to ignore sub-
stantial documentation that de-
scribes the economic dilemma
which Reagan's spending poli-
cies have led us to. And this
dilemma is no where more evi-
dent than the present situation
concerning our federal budget.
Even I, an "intellectually
stereotyping" Democrat, am
having problems choosing sides
overthe present budgetproposal.
The strong idealist in me says a
stubborn "NO!" to its proposed
acts. But considering the eco-
nomic effects that its rejection
might have, the realist in me
wishes they would just pass it so
that needed federal monies can
be spent.
The rejection of the pro-
posed budget only serves to
strengthen my theory that Bush
will fall from popularity and
plummet once people see
through his makeshift appearance.
Continuing in the ways of his
predecessor, Bush proposed to
reduce Medicare and elderly
spending, double the tax burden
among the middle and lower
classes, and seemingly ignore
increased taxation on the wealthy
whose purchasing power has
nearly doubled since the '80's.
Dislike of the package
prompted many Americans to
persuade their representatives,
many of whom are up for re-elec-
tion this year, to vote "no." The
rejection serves a need within
Congress to address the issues
whichhaveplaguedtheU.S. since
Reagan entered the White House
and messed up the furniture.
Although thebudgetdeficitthreat-
ens the economic future of the
United States, unfair tax laws and
decreased spending in the social
departments of the nation will not
help in the long run.
Communication over the
budget has been a discourse in
relative intelligence from both
sides. Bipartisan splits, even if
they hinder decision making, serve
to bring out the good sides in
Democrats, and yes, even Repub-
licans. Bill McCollum (R-FL)
voted against the proposal because
it singled out too many Ameri-
cans and went astray from the
"no-new taxes" attitude taken
earlier by Bush. He claimed he
was "apuriston taxes"and would
"not support any other form of
....reduction except by spending
reductions."
Donald Dellums (D-CA).
stated that we should "remove the
gun from the collective head of
the American people." Instead,
Congress should "Tax the
wealthy. Reduce the military
budget. Expand nonmilitary pro-
grams. Address the social prob-
lems of this country."
The final statement of this
proposed budget, though, stems
far beyond unfair tax laws or
public dislike of them. It stems
from a growing need to do some-
thing constructive with the mess
Reagan left. David Obey, (D-WI)
summed up the budget proposal
with the following: "The Con-
gress is the last hope of every
American who expects to get a
square deal. They are not getting
a square deal when we continue to
insulate the rich and to lay itoff on
the middle-class worker who is
not paying as much attention, lay
it off on the Medicare recipients
because they do not have the at-
tention span that the Chamber of
Commerce president in your lo-
cal district. Ibegyou,..comeback
to the floor with renewed dedica-
tion to fairness."
Fairness—neat word, neat
concept. In fact, it helps me lean
towards those who hope to gain a
better budget proposal. Despite
claims that Americans do not want
this proposal to go through sim-
ply because of new taxes, the main
issue at stake is whether or not we
really want to see another decade
of misery. Fairness implies,
among other things, a willingness
to see clearly and constructively,
something which this proposal
does not. Even though refusal
may, in turn, cause problems in
the short run, they will certainly
be less than the problems caused
in the long run. Until the day
when both parties, not just indi-
vidual members, see that the fu-
ture of this country lies within its
ability to maintain a level of fair-
ness socially, proposals such as
this one need to be refused. The
idealist in me won once again.
German Reunification:
What Does It Really Mean?
iByl.MATEIPAUM
World and Nation Writer
Much has been said and writ-
ten on this historical event, yet,
few seem to understand what
German reunification means in
practical terms a risky venture,
few can resist the occasion—
myself included.
The reunification of the Ger-
manys will probably be termed as
the single greatest and most far
reaching event of this new decade.
The sparks from the fireworks let
off over Berlin on October 3,1990
will hopefully still be visible by
the time we enter the year 2000.
The reunification in effect
symbolizes the new European
order which has effectively ended
the reign of terror exercised by the
Soviet Union behind the Iron
Curtain for the past 45 years. It
represents perfectly the embodi-
ment of the West's victory over
the expansionistic aims of the
SovietUnion. Furthermore, itadds
another rusty monument to the
cemetery of communist failures.
Yet, behind this flurry of pa-
triotic self-gratification must lie
the future. Germany is now the
strongest economic power on the
European continent. Will reunifi-
cation sap her resources? Proba-
bly not. Germany has one of the
highest trade surpluses in the
world, which will be largely used
to pay for the huge price tag this
will cost. The effect of this sudden
burst of economic reinvigoration
will probably last for about 5 years
(some claim even less!). Buteco-
nomic ruin it will not be. On the
contrary, it will provide countless
business opportunities for a nation
with unequaled experience in re-
building. For if West Germany
achieved econornicprosperity out
of the rubble of the second World
War, rebuilding East Germany
now will be a child's game.
It has been said that unem-
ployment will skyrocket, com-
panies will go bust and that things
will get only worse, but I would
argue that these will be only
momentary "readjustments" re-
quired for the transition into
capitalism. The effects of this
German self-preoccupation on
the outside world worries me
more.
Another important aspect of
this German absorption with it-
self are the effects this will have
on European unification. Al-
ready, there are signs that Ger-
many .may be thinking twice
aboutrelinquishing its economic
sovereignty. Although 1992 can
no longer seriously be regarded
as a "magic" date when Western
Europe will become united into
one economic entity, it is not a
reason for giving up on the idea
of a United Europe.
After a few years, Germany
will emerge as an economic
power of the highest order.
Consequently, Germany will at-
tain, new political clout and pres-
tige. The United States' chal-
lenge will be to recognize the
changes which have occurred,
and treat Germany accordingly.
If a Fourth Reich is to rise out of
this unification, it will be an
economic one, something not to
be feared, but something to be
studied and emulated.
After 45 years of unflinch-
ing loyalty to the West, espe-
cially to the United States, Ger-
many should not be subjected to
antiquitated slurs and injustices
not worthy of this new decade. It
has earned our respect, and should
be able to proudly display it.
The Democratic Donkey Does Nothing But Limp
The failure to affiliate with middle class endangers the Party
HBy MATTDRINKWATER
World and Nation Writer
Foreboding signals of a
Democratic party approaching
pandemonium seem to become
more commonplace with every
passing week. While the luck-
less fate of the last three Demo-
cratic Presidential candidates is
known to all, the party now seems
to have lost its footing on the
state level as well, even in highly
Democratic areas such as Mas-
sachusetts and Connecticut.
In these two states, one can
follow the decline and fall of the
Democratic governors William
O'NeiU'and Michael Dukakis.
Initially popular, both governor-
ships ended in financial discon-
tent and party turmoil. As a
result of their astonishing drop
in favor, both governors have
decided not to run for re-election
. this year, creating open-seat races
for whomever wishes to step up
in line. In Connecticut, Morri-
son runs behind both Lowell
Weicker, the Independent favor-
ite, and Republican John Row-
land. In Massachusetts, Demo-
crat John Silber will face off with
Republican rival William Weld.
. Described as a no-hold.s barred
"man of the people", Silber has a
better change of winning than
Morrison has against Rowland,
but still trails Weld in the polls.
By January, it seems safe to
assume that neither Connecticut
nor Massachusetts will have a
Democratic in the gubenatorial
seat. But this example pertains to
more than two states. All across
the nation, once firm Democratic
strongholds seem to be evaporat-
ing, and once popular candidates
are floundering. Ann Richards of
Texas, after delivering her fa-
mous keynote address at the 1988
Democratic National Convention,
rode a wave of approval to win the
nomination for governor; she has
now fallen drastically behind her
right-wing antagonist. Much at-
tention has been given to the fact
that many incumbents are in dire
straits nationwide, but apparently
few are willing to point out that
the majority of incumbents are
Democrats looking out upon their
constituency and finding it hos-
tile.
But the primary question
remains as to what is the underly-
ing cause for these most disturb-
ing signs, and what the party can
do to alleviate the misery. One
issue that the Democrats have
always suffered for is their posi-
tion on taxation. Favoring politi-
cal tax increases, even for the best
of reasons, has lately been akin to
hari-kari. If a candidate becomes
coupled with increased revenue,
he or she may be doomed on elec-
tion day.
Also, the Democratic party
has been consistently causing
disullsionment among its mem-
bers with unfortunate candidate
choices. The incredibly low voter
turnout in Connecticut primaries
may be caused by an indifferent
attitude held by registered Demo-
crats to the choices* of Morrison
and Cibic. The lack of a JFK (or
even someone with infectious
charisma) in the running for the
Presidency, has been cited as a
cause of distress.
Finally, and most importantly,
the Democrats are losing ground
with the working class, those who
benefit from social programs
which have always been at the
forefront of the political party.
Reagan seemed to pull the work-
ing class away from the clutches
of the Democrats in 1984 (the
Reagan Democrats), and they have
been wary ever since.
Without the support of their
strongest allies, the Democratic
party is in sorry shape indeed.
However, all is not lost. The
Reagan years of short-lived pros-
perity are long-gone; the U.S. is
now entering a recession of poten-
tially mammoth proportions. The
Democrats may be able to use this
to their advantage in the years to
come, perhaps pointing out that
the "happy hour eighties" were
actually an illusion that benefited
only the rich, and only in the short-
term. By taking such a position,
the party could stress a military
build-down to reduce the budget
deficit, thereby realigning their
allegiance to the common people,
instead of just special intrerst
groups. On a state level, dy-
namic solutions other than simple
tax increases need to be offered
to assist the economic hardships
so many commonwealths are now
facing.
For now, the donkey trods
on, but limps badly. A period of
serious introspection must occur
if there is to be change and if the
party wants to beat Bush in the
election of 1992. For the Ameri-
can people have not lost touch
with the ideals traditionally ex-
pounded with the Democrats; the
Democrats have simply lost touch
with those selfsame people some-
where along the line.
GUITAR. LESSON
Ixpert instruction by
xperienced teacher.
$18/45 minutes,
Peter Cocolla
521-3142
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Federal Student Loans Cut
Over Two Billion Dollars
HBy BRIAN TUMULTY
and
SAM ATWOOD
Gannett News Serivce
WASHINGTON — An agree-
ment to cut $2 billion in federally
guaranteed student loans from the
budget by 1995 isn't so much a
reduction in education spending
as an effort to cut loan losses.
The Education Department es-
timates recipients of $2.4 billion
in federally guaranteed student
loans defaulted in the fiscal year
ended Sept. 30 out of $12 billion
in loans, said a spokesman.
Trimming one-fifth to one-
fourth of those annual delinquen-
cies in each of the next five years
would achieve $2 billion in stu-
dent loan savings.
Education Secretary Lauro F.
Cavazos announced a package of
reforms in June 1989 that he said
would eventually eliminate loan
defaults.
The agreement by budget nego-
tiators in effect places a price^tag
on the reforms announced 16
months ago, said the Education
Department spokesman.
Chief among the reforms is the
disqualification of schools with
high rates of loan defaults. Last
month, the Education Department
released a list of 89 schools that
defaulted on $364.5 million in
federally guaranteed student loans
during the 1988 Fiscal year.
The default rates among the 89
schools ranged from 20 to 82
percent, and the list was domi-
nated by technical and trade
schools. Wilfred Academy of Hair
and Beauty Culture in New York
defaulted on 35 percent of its
student loans, for example, while
. the default rate was 42 percent at
United States Truck Driving
School in Colorado.
. There also are two-year and four-
year colleges on the list. Long
Beach Community College in
California registered a 42 percent
default rate.
Stephen Blair, president of the
National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools, which repre-
sents 1,300 U.S. trade schools,
said disqualifying institutions with
high default rates will hurt the
poor, minorities and women.
The default rate is a function not
of a school's quality, but of the
characteristics of a student body
that often is urban and low-in-
come, Blair said.
"What this proposal will do is
impact the eligibility of the high-
est risk students — the poor,"
Blair said. "We're talking about
women, we're talking about
women with dependents."
Blair also objected to the pro-
posal requiring credit checks for
students older than 21.
"Many times those people who
have gone through ugly divorces,
through no control of their own,
end up with bad credit ratings," he
said. "This population will be
excJuded."
Blair's association will present
its own proposal this week to save
$2 billion in the student loan pro-
gram. He said it would ensure that
people who defaulted on student
loans would have money gamish-
eed from their, wages. The plan
also outlines methods to maxi-
mize a student's chances for
.completing a vocational program
and getting a job, rather than
dropping out and defaulting.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Taken Regularly, Aspirin
Shown To Reduce Migraines
i B y TIM FRIEND
USA TODAY
A new study indicates that an
aspirin every other day could help
keep migraine headaches away.
The study, published in
Wednesday's Journal of the
American Medical Association,
involved 22,071 male doctors who
• took a 325 milligram aspirin or a
placebo every other day for five
years. '
Though the study group in-
volved only men, researcher Julie
Buring says there is no reason to
expect aspirin would not work for
women, who make up about three-
quarters of migraine cases. Stud-
ies on women are planned to de-
termine if they require more aspi-
rin or less.
In the doctors' study, those who
took aspirin had 20 percent fewer
migraines and the benefit appeared
to be immediate. Though the evi-
dence was not scientific, aspirin
users also reported that when
migraines did occur, they were
less severe than without aspirin,
said Buring, who works. at
Brigham and Women's Hospital
in Boston,
"We're talking about 10 million
people who have migraines,"
Buring said. "Even a 20 percent
benefit would have a substantial
public health1 impact."
In an accompanying editorial,
Dr. D.J. Dalessio of the Scripps
Clinic and Research Foundation,
La Jolla, Calif., says the findings
are strong enough for doctors to
consider prescribing low-dose
aspirin therapy for men with
migraines.
Buring's study suggests that
aspirin works by preventing events
that lead to constriction of blood
vessels, which can trigger mi-
graines.
Two years ago, the same group
of physicians was the subject of a
study that showed an aspirin every
other day cut the risk of a heart
attack nearly in half by prevent-
ing blood cells called platelets
from clumping together and form-
ing clots. The same anti-clotting
ability appears to prevent mi-
graines, Buring said.
But scientists disagree on the
cause of migraines. Some re-
searchers suggest that migraines
are due to inherited disturbances
in the way chemicals carry mes-
sages between brain cells. They
say certain families have patterns
of severe migraines, depression,
alcoholism and sleep distur-
bances.
• Migraines often can be treated
witrrbiofeedback, relaxation train-
ing, diet change is and prescription
drugs such as ergotamine. Some
patients can be treated with stan-
dard anti-depressant or anti-con-
vulsant medications.
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/
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Warding off the flu
Public health officials are urging flu
vaccinations for millions of Americans
with a hlgher-than-normal risk of getting
the disease. Among those groups:
H People over 65.
H People of any age with any chronic
disease, especially asthma,
emphysema, diabetes, kidney
disease, AIDS or anemia.
B Anyone taking drugs to suppress their immune system, such as
organ transplant recipients.
B Residents of nursing homes.
B Health care workers; especially those in hospitals and nursing
homes.
Source: American Lung Association, Centers for Disease Control
Carolynne Milter, Gannett News Service
Flu Season Returns
B By SHERRY JACOBSON
USA TODAY
WASHINGTON — What
killed an estimated 57,000 Ameri-
cans last year, sent as many as 50
million home sick and could have
been prevented with one little
shot?
If you answered "the flu," then
you probably " remember what
happened last winter.
Public health officials, who
certainly have not forgotten last
year's pandemic of A-Shanghai
flu, launched their annual flu vac-
cination campaign this week on a
cautionary note.
"Every flu season is different,"
said Susan Good, nurse epidemi-
ologist who coordinates the flu
surveillance program for the
Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta..
"We can't promise it won't be
as bad as last year," she said. "We
can only hope that people who are
at high risk for flu complications
will get vaccinated."
Those needing special protec-
tion are adults and children with
chronic heart and lung diseases,,
people over 65, those with AIDS
or other immune system disor-
ders and medical workers who
come into contact with all these
groups.
Flu is of greatest threat to these
people because their already-
weakened immune systems make
it easierfor life-threatening pneu-
monia to develop.
Since 1979, influenza and pneu-
monia have been ranked as the
sixth leading cause of death in the
United States, behind heart dis-
ease, cancer, stroke, accidents and
chronic pulmonary diseases. In a
normal year, about 20,000 people
die from flu-related illnesses, most
of them elderly, according to the
disease center.
A flu vaccine is up to 75 percent
effective in preventing complica-
tions and death in older people. A
survey of Medicare beneficiaries,
however, found that only 43 per-
cent had received flu vaccinations
two years ago. Federal officials
hope to vaccinate at least 60 per-
cent of the elderly in 1990.
"The ideal time to get vacci-
nated is before influenza enters
the community, so you can build
up antibodies," Good said. Flu
cases generally begin appearing
in late November and peak in
January and February before
subsiding in early spring.
Health officials say they can'i
be certain what kind of flu will hit
the United States this year. Based
on surveillance in the Southern
Hemisphere, which has just un-
dergone its flu season, this year's
vaccine will protect against three
major viruses: A-Shanghai, A-
Taiwan and B-Yamagata.
Flu strains, which are named
after the city where they were
identified, 'change enough each
year to require a new vaccine.
"There is a slight enough anti-
genie change in the Shanghai
strain that'an individual can gel
the same strain another year,"
Good said. "But from what we've
seen of it (the new strain), it's not
going to be as severe" as last year.
Nationwide flu surveillance
began Monday. • Already, there
have been reports from doctors
nationwide of patients with flu
symptoms. However, laboratory
tests indicated the patients suf-
fered from other respiratory vi-
ruses, not the flu. Good said.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
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Students Rally to Prevent Fighting in Gulf
HByCHRIS FARLEY
USA TODAY
In Saudi Arabia, U.S. troops
wait for war. But on U.S. college
campuses, the battle already has
begun ... to prevent the fighting.
Taking a cue from Vietnam War
protests, some students are form-
ing information groups and stag-
ing demonstrations questioning
U.S. military presence in the Per-
sian Gulf.
— At the University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, U.S. Out Now, a
coalition of campus and commu-
nity groups, held a protest march
last and 500 people came. Says
organizer and graduate student
Kim Rabuck: "We don't think
that American young men and
women, let alone any Middle
Eastern young people, should die
over oil prices."
— At the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, Students for Peace
in the Persian Gulf held an anti-
war rally in August; more than
500 people attended. More are
planned.
— At Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C., the Muslim
StudentsAssociation is planning
a "Gulf Awareness Week" in this
month. The group has come out
against Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein's incursion and the U.S.
military buildup.
The protests are by no means an
overwhelming presence. The
mood on campuses is a mixture of
foreboding, defiance and apathy;
the emphasis differs from campus
to campus, day to day.
Still, momentum could build as
the conflict drags on. "College
students tend to be a little more
passive than in the 1960s," says
sociologist Donald Granberg of
the University of Missouri, "but
not as passive as in the 1950s."
And if "ground forces are used
in Iraq, you will see much more
rapid protests developing than in
the '60s," says Richard Flacks, a
sociologist at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. Derek
Zahn, a Cal-Berkeley freshman,
co-founded Students for Peace in
the Persian Gulf in part to con-
tinue Cal's reputation for dissent.
"We felt we could spark things in
other places.We felt we had the
opportunity to build amovement."
Otherfacets of the student mood:
— Anxiety about the draft. "I'm
20years old, a senior—it'sonmy
mind," says Matt Kelley, editor in
chief of the Daily Kent Stater.
I'm very against personally serv-
ing in the military. If there was a
draft starting up, that would be a
hard thing for me to cope with. I
would want conscientious objec-
tor status.".
— Fears about a rerun of Viet-
nam. "People are definitely aware
of the parallels with Vietnam even
if they weren't old enough to be
conscious of the Vietnam War
when it took place," says Jennifer
Packer, university editor of The
Daily Californian at Cal-Berkeley.
— Apathy. "I don't think most
students care a whole lot, know a
whole lot, and Idon' t think they
read the papers," says Abigail
Goldman, camp" us editor of The
Daily Cardinal at the University
of Wisconsin. "I don't hear about
professors starting off their lec-
tures with material about Iraq, I
don't hear students bringing it up
at discussion sessions."
Says Kelley: "I think these days
people aren't as willing to go out
on the street. They have the im-
pression it didn't do anything in
the '60s."
— Ignorance. "A lot of students
don't understand the historical
background," says Mohammed
Malley, president of the Muslim
Students Association at Geor-
getown. "One student I heard
thought Khomeini had died and
Saddam Hussein had taken over,
that they ruled the same country."
Experts say universities — as
they did during the Vietnam War
— can be incubators for antiwar
movements. Students have access
to experts (professors) and more
free time than working people.
"Spending time thinking about the
big picture," says Santa Barbara's
Flacks, "is part of the life of the
student." The Selective Service
System says it has no plans to
resume the draft at this moment,
but it has received thousands of
inquiries from the public.
"Since the Iraqi crisis has de-
veloped there have been no indi-
cations made to us from the presi-
dent, the Congress or the Depart-
ment of Defense that a draft is
even being considered," says Lew
Brodsky of the Selective Service
System.
The draft was ended in 1973.
but men must still register within
30 days of their 18th birthday.
With the standoff in the Persian
Gulf, some are anxious and wor-
ried.
Opposition to the draft was a
key factor in the growth of the
anti-Vietnam movement.
If a draft were used now, there
would be no student deferments,
as there were during Vietnam.
There are now only student post-
ponements — students could put
off the draft only until the end of
a semester; seniors could wait until
graduation. Men turning 20 dur-
ing a current calendar year would
be the first candidates considered
for induction.
"A draft is very unlikely,' says
James T. Bush, associate director
for the Center for Defense Infor-
mation and a retired U.S. Navy
captain. "A far more palatable
solution is to continue to move
Winners secure
first-place1
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division and pennant
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Source: Elias Sports Bureau
(troops) from other places in the
world rather than initiating a
draft."
"We are just as ready today as
we were five months ago or five
years ago," says Brodsky. "We
have been registering men as they
turn 18 for the past ten years and
we have been prepared for mobi-
Web Bryant, Gannett News Service
lization through exercises, to the
point where we can do our mis-
sion if it were needed to be done."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
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French Abortion Pill, RU 486 Undergoes Testing at USC
• By KIM PAINTER
USA TODAY
The controversial French
abortion pill produces about the
same physical effects as a heavy
menstrual period and less emo-
tional trauma than a surgical
abortion, according to the only
U.S. researcher to study it.
"This is not a noxious drug,"
said Dr. David Grimes of the
University of Southern Califor-
nia, who will discuss the study
Monday at the American Public
Health Association meeting.
The study included 16 women
and provides new information
becauseGrimescomparedthepill,
RU 486, with a placebo and asked
the women detailed questions to
gauge their emotional responses.
Half the women studied were
past due for periods, but not preg-
nant — allowing Grimes to see
how RU 486 works in women
who don't know if they are preg-
nant.
The results:
—The women who got RU 486
had similar cramping, bleeding
and other physical responses,
whether pregnant or not — and'
had less bleeding than non-preg-
nant women getting a placebo.
The results "were much compa-
rable to a heavy .menstrual pe-
riod," Grimes said.
— All said they would choose
the drug again if needed.
— Those who'd had prior sur-
gical abortions said the pill was
less traumatic.
The study was part of research
on about 400 U.S. women. The
research has stopped because the
drug maker Roussel-Uclaf, under
pressure from abortion foes, has
stopped supplying RU 486 in the
United States.
The company has said the anti-
abortion climate in the United
States makes the company reluc-
tant to market the pill here.
Previously, the largest study
ever of the pill concluded that it
was "safe and effective as a suc-
tion abortion," the most common
surgical procedure. That study,
published by the New England
Journal of Medicine, was based
on reports by 2,115 French
women. They took RU 486 within
49 days of their last menstrual
period and the drug caused 96
percent of them to abort. No seri-
ous side effects were reported.
Some opponents of the drug
have argued that it is risky and
that it can cause hemorrhaging or
incomplete abortions.
Currently, the drug maker only
provides RU 486 to France, al-
though it is considering providing
it to women in Britain, the Neth-
erlands and Scandinavian coun-
tries.
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/
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U. of Southern Colorado One of Worst in Campus Safety
• By PAT ORDOVENSKY
USA TODAY and
CHET LUNNER
Gannett News Service
To say U.S. colleges have a
problem withcrime on campus is
something of understatement —
especially after Thursday's vio-
lence at a residential hotel near
the University of California at
Berkeley.
A gunman killed one young man
and wounded seven other people
before police shot him to death at
a hotel one block from the
Berkeley campus.
Thursday's incident, combined
with the recent multiple slayings
still under investigation at the
University of Florida, illustrate
what a growing number of critics
have been pointing to: U.S. col-
lege campuses aren't- as safe as
they may seem and something
should be done to protect stu-
dents.
The University of Southern
Colorado, Pueblo, Colo.—astate-
funded school with 4,200 students
on the Colorado prairie — is cited
by security consultants as an
example of how things shouldn't
be done.
• This is a campus where:
— Students fear for their safety
after the campus police force was
cut from eight officers to two,
over five years, to save money.
— No campus police were on
duty when shots were fired across
a dormitory parking lot one night
this summer.
— No arrests have been made
after four reports of sexual as-
saults — two on campus parking
lots — in the past 11 months.
— Students feel they must sneak
off campus to be interviewed
about security problems, then look
over their shoulders because they
think they've been followed by
college officals.
— The local sheriff refuses to
help patrol the campus because he
says the school won't do enough
to help itself. Several students
moved off campus, saying they
feel safer.
The University of Southern
Colorado is "the most egregious
situation I know of," says Frank
Carrington, lawyer for Security
on Campus Inc., the group that's
pushing the disclosure bills in
Congress.
"I wouldn't send my daughter
there. It's too unsafe," says Ar-
nold Trujillo, police chief at the
University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs, 40 miles away. Trujillo
is a past president of the Interna- •
tional Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators.
Richard Cumbee, hired this year
to oversee the University of South-
ern Colorado's security opera-
tions, insists the staffingcuts have .
not diminished safety.
"We may well be starting a new
trend here," says Cumbee, whose
new job pays $49,000. "People
are getting fed up with paying big
bucks for police officers that are
fully trained and fully armed. At
some point, just like the legal
profession, we've got to have para-
professionals to reduce that cost."
Cumbee says students have the
same protection as any Pueblo
resident: "You call a (city or
county) police officer and they
respond just like they would to
your home."
Students say otherwise.
— Annette Leheist of Canon
City, Colo.,aresidentdorm assis-
tant, called Pueblo police shortly
after the shooting incident this
past June.
"They refused to come," she
says, "They said don't you know
you have your own security sys-
tem."
Pueblo Police Chief Fred Silva
says that's policy. When students
call, they're told to call campus
police.
The campus crime problem has
GUNNERS
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captured the attention of Congress.
A federal bill requiring colleges
and universities to publicly report
campus crimes may be on Presi-
dent Bush's desk as early as next
week.
The bill is currently in confer-
ence committee to work out dif-
ferences between the House and
Senate versions.
The law would require colleges
to provide current or potential
students and employees an an-
nual report on campus security
policies and violent crime statis-
tics. Failure, to comply would
jeopardize their federal aid.
Urging passage, co-sponsor Sen.
Arlen Specter, D-Pa., cited a 1988
USA TODAY national campus
crime survey which found 31
students killed, 653 rapes, 1,800
armed robberies. :
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GENERAL
Trinity has established a recorded
information line that enables the
public to get details at any time
about cultural events on campus.
Calling 297-2001 puts the caller
in touch with daily events, weekly
events, information on contacting
the Austin Arts Center box office
and Cinestudio. Also, directions
to the campus will be provided.
Trinity Student Tour of the USSR
and Poland 1991 will take place
January 2-19,1991. Thetourwill
go to Helsinki, Moscow, Lenin-
grad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and
Krakow/Auschwitz. Students
interested should contact Dr.
Kassow or Dr. West (sign up list
located at Seabury 12C).
The Connecticut Poetry Circuit
will be selecting several under-
graduates poets to tourcolleges to
read their own poetry. Trinity has
a contest to determine its nomi-
nee. Students interested in enter-
ing Trinity's contest must submit
five copies of fourpages of poetry
by 4:00 pm on Thursday, October
11 to Hugh Ogden in the English
Department. The student's name
should not be on the poems but
should be printed with his/her
address, telephone number and
year in college on a separate sheet
attached to the poems.
Professor Randy Lee will hold a
discussion about applying to
graduate schools in psychology
and psych related fields on Thurs-
day, October 11 at 7 pm in Life
Science, room 134. All are wel-
come.
Undergraduate studenteligiblefor
work study wanted as Research
Assistant, to participate in manu-
script preparation and research in
literature and psychology and
Women's Studies between Octo-
ber 1990 and May 1991. The
position involves typing, proof
reading, • editing of texts on a
computer, and other duties. It
offers many opportunities for
learning, flexible hours (5-6 per
week distributed over several
days), and pays $4.75 per hour.
Verbal aptitude, prior experience
in manuscript preparation, and
knowledge of WordPerfect 5.0
preferred. Position requires.
knowledge of how to use the re-
sources of the Trinity library,
organizational skills, and careful
attention to detail. To apply,
contact Dianne Hunter, Depart-
ment of English, 115 Vernon
Street, Room 206 on Thursdays
between 9 am - noon.
Seniors!!! Come to the first or-
ganizational meeting of the Sen-
ior Class committee!! Learn how
you can help plan events as we cat
pizza in the Koeppel Center at
6:30 pm tonight. Don't miss this.
We need your help.
Career Counseling will hold a
COVER LETTER & RESUME
WORKSHOP tomorrow at 4 pm
in Alumni Lounge.
ATTENTION FRENCH MA-
JORS: The French language
proficiency exam will be given
Thursday, October 25 at 4 pm in
Life Science Center Room 135.
All students planning to take the
exam must register with the sec-
retary of Modern Languages, Mrs.
Shorey, in Seabury 23 andpick up
the essay questions a week in
advance. All French majors, Plan
A or B, must take this exam.
LECTURES
"Thirty Years of Armed Struggle:
The Battle for Self-Determina-
tion in Northern Ethiopia" by Dr.
Tesfai Ghermazien, deputy rep-
resentative to the United States
for the Eritrean's People's Lib-
eration Front. The lecture will be
held at 8 pm in the Washington
Room on Tuesday, October 9.
"Electrophysiology: An Interdis-
ciplinary Science: Basic Con-
cepts and Application" by Profes-
sor of Applied Science Joseph
Bronzino. The lecture will be
held at 4 pm in the Faculty Club in
Hamlin Hall on Wednesday,
October 10.
Election," a lecture held by So-
cialist Partry Candidate for Lt.
Governor Peter Krala, will be held
Thursday, October 11 in the Tom
Smith Room off the main dining
hall at 7:30 pm.
"The Socialist Alternative In This The Biomedical Engineering
Mfiever have believed that one little computer GOUW make
H such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.
Miriam Stall
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business
"I became a Macintosh convert in business school..
."At our computer lab I'd always find lines of people
waiting to use the Macintosh computers, while other com-
puters just sat there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6 A.M. to grab one before they'd all be taken.
'After business school, I took a job at a large bank and
used my Macintosh for producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter,,
jse Macintosh to help me run my own
igement consulting firm.When I give a pres-
itation, I can see in people's faces that
they're really impressed. And that makes
me feel great.
i "Sometimes I take Friday off, put
i my Macintosh and skis in the car, and
H head for the mountains. I ski clays
H and work nights. It's perfect.
"You know, I can't say where I'll
be in five, ten, or fifteen years, but I
can say that my Macintosh will be
there with me!1
For further information,
visit Nancy Sowa in the
Life Sciences Center, Room 142
or call 297-2571
Why do people love Macintosh'?
Ask them.
& 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, me Apple logo,
and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, l
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Seminar series presents Dr. Char-
les Robinson, Associate Director
of Rehabilitation Research and
Development of Hines VA Hos-
pital in Chicago. He will be speak-
ing on Rehabilitation Engineer-
ing at 7:15 pm on Wednesday,
October 17 in the McCook Audi-
torium.
"Vesta, the Vestal Virgins, and
the Empress," will be given by
Alastair Small of the University
of Alberta at 8 pm on Monday
October 22 in the McCook Audi-
torium.
Associate Professor of History
James West will present "Com-
munism in the 90's: End of an
Era" on Tuesday October 23 at
noon in the Goodwin Theater. The
series of Town/Gown Lectures,
of which this one is the first, cost
$10 for each single lecture and
luncheon or $35 for all four.
"Turner's Slave Ship: A Dream
Of Color Pots?" will be presented
by John McCoubrey on Tuesday
October 23 at 4:30 pm in the
Austin Arts Center. Mr. McCou-
brey is a senior professor of Art
History at the University of Penn-
sylvania.
Jen-Jen Lin, assistant professor of
theater and dance, will present
"TheTieThatBinds: A Woman's
Role in a Chinese Poem," on
Thursday October 25 at 12:15 pm
in the Women's Center as part of
the Lunch Series.
"Socialism: The Long Road From
Capitalism to Captitalism" will
be given by retired professor of
economics Robert Battis. The
lecture is part of the Town/Gown
Lectures Series, and will be held
on Tuesday October 30 at noon in
the Goodwin Theater.
READINGS
Thursday, October 11 — Rain-
bow Sound reading featuring
author, lecturer and poet Grace
Paley. Also reading will be poet
and activist Janice Mirikitani.
The reading will take place in the
Goodwin Theater of the Austin
Arts Center.
EXHIBITS
Recent paintings and drawings by
Gwen Kerber, a visiting professor
of studio arts at Trinity. Exhibit
held through October 26 at the
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center from 1 -5 pm.
"The Abyssinian Birds of Louis
Agassiz Fuertes," reproductions
of watercolors by the American
illustrator and naturalist. To be
held through December 15 in the
Watkirtson Library, A Floor in
the Library.
"Complaints and Cures: The
Search for Health in the 19th
Century America." Watkinson
Library, A Floor in the Library.
To be held through February 15.
This space contributed as a public service.
I/UWERKAN
V CANCER
T5OCIOT-
if what happened OR your inside
happened on your outside, would you still smoke?
NOV. 15. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT.
Created as a public service by McCaffrey and McCall, Inc
YEARBOOK MEETING
Wednesday Gctorier lTJtv A?4f30 pm
in Rittenburg Lounge
A Sj.
EVERYONE
«• v * V ^ v *•
Interested But Cannot Atieiid?: ^
i - €alTMindy
X ^ 5
SUNDAYS at %
Leave the' driving to us!
ALL YOU NEED IS:
Trinity ID, state issued proof of age & $ 5 0 0
WHAT YOU GET:
• Round-trip comfort coach to"
• Free admittance to our dance club
(bypass our $ 2 0 0 cover)
• Your first drink is on us!
• Reduced drink prices all night
• Dance to the progressive tunes of D.J. Markie Gee
BUS LEAVES NORTHAM TOWERS
AT 8:15, 9:15, 10:15 & 11:15
BUS RETURNS AT 9:10, 10:10, 11:10 & 12:45
No parking hassles, No driving hassles, No hassles!
Union PJace, Hartford
549.5444
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Greed and apathy are out of vogue. It's time we brought them back.
A Guide for Living in the Short Term
HBy JOHN CLAUD
Features Editor
Colman came, and like most of those who saw, we at
Features we are pretty disappointed.
It's too bad that-such an outspoken and well respected
activist chose the night he came here to drink an excess of
cough syrup. Community Outreach and its supporting
organizations dropped five grand on Colman, and helped
him out with the best ad campaign we've seen since on this
campus in a long, long time. The fliers on the seats asked
us to a follow-up discussion if we felt angry, helpless, or
incited, Where were we to go if we felt bored, embar-
rassed, or mildly perturbed?
But hold on a minute. Where did all this activism
come from? What happened to that great Reaganesque
attitude of screwing the next generation to the wall so we
might live in comfort and excess? What has happened to
the good old days of greed and apathy?
It's a trend we at Features have been concerned about,
and thanks to Colman, we think the time is now to not do
something about it. Where have all the flowers gone? How
about under my new condo.
So to help the apathetic decide what he or she should
do about pressing environmental, peace, and personal is-
sues, we have devised the following list of things to do that
will take minimal effort and cause maximal harm to those
around you and, if you do things with some, panache, your
children as well. But don't worry - our slide show looks
, like it was done by adults.
First on the list is environmental safety. Worried
about dolphins in the North Atlantic? Don't be. They
A Telephone Death
HBy GREGG BERMAN
Features Writer
Through the telephone her
voice sounded delicate and soft,
in an endearing way that I could
not quite remember. I pictured
her face and the vision was faint,
seemingly made vague by dis-
tance rather than time, for I had
seen her in California two months
before.
{"Has he really been bother-
ing you?" I asked.
"Well, hot really bothering,
but...well...letmeputitthisway,
he isn't very nice to me." .
"Tell him I told him to leave
you alone. O.K? Tell him I'll
kick his ass if he gives you a hard
time."
She laughed, or giggled,
rather. " He's your friend.
What'11 he think of you if I tell
him that?" . .
" Who cares? I don't. I
don't care what anybody thinks
of me..." I said and paused,
"...except you of course. Ahum
hum."
This time she laughed.
"Really? You really don't care
what people think of you?"
"I only care about what
people think of my socks."
"What?" .
 f
• "I only care what people
think about my socks. I have a
bright green pair that come up to
my knees and have little blue
rabbits and red hearts ail over
them. That's my favorite pair."
"You're kidding, right?
You are kidding?"
"No, I'm not. Sometimes I
wear my green socks and noth-
ing else. I'll walk around naked
hoping that people will come up
to me and say,' Hey, nice socks.
She said, "Shut up! "
"It's true. Once I drove into
Boston. When I parked I took off
all my clothes, leaving on just my
socks. I don't know why I did it. I
guess I was just tired of hiding my
socks beneath my pan|s, that1 s all.
And everybody cheered and
laughed and said," Hey, nice socks"
It didn 't bother me at first, being as
naive as I am I thought the gather-
ing crowd really meant it, that I
had nice socks. But, as I stood
there, I came to realize that they
weren't laughing in a kind, good
natured manner, they were
laughing at my socks, thinking
they were ridiculous. Then it
became a traumatic experience. I
thought, "My God, I've shown all
these poeple my socks, how could
they possibly laugh?" And at that
point I think I went a bit crazy. I
started wading through the crowd,
holding out my hand for someone
to grasp. Funny isn't it? I really
thought that someone would take
my hand, take my hand and hold it.
Then it wouldn't matter that I had
shown everyone my socks. But no
one took my hand. A policeman
came and arrested me and called
me a pervert. Just for showing
people my socks. Can you believe
it?"
On the other end of the phone
there was silence. I said, "Hello?"
Her voice, confused, came
through, "Ah, um, yeah. My God,
lean hardly tell when you're seri-
ous o r joking!' You should be a
comedian or something."
I knew I shouldn't push it, but
did anyway, "Would you have
taken my hand? Be truthful now,
would you have laughed at my
socks?"
On the other end of the phone
there was silence. And then, "No,
I wouldn'thavetaken you're hand.
Yes, I would have laughed atyour
socks. Now stop it. Be serious
O.K. ?"
"Sure," I said, "so how was
your day? What did you wear?"
deserve to die. Are they fish or are they
mammals? To help solve the problems of
those kind hearted fishermen on the Grand
Banks, buy lots of canned tuna. Then rent a
boat and throw the whole lot overboard. You '11
be polluting the ocean and ^ keeping up the de-
mand for tuna, tuna, and more tuna. While
your out there shoot a dolphin or two just for
fun. Sounds like a good ORL all campus
program.
Some people like to clip six-pack rings so
they don't strangle turtles when they are
dumped into the sea. We clip them also, but if
you tie the rings into nooses, you wind up with
a plastic death machine that will get pelicans
and otters as well.
Also, be sure to keep all major appliances
running at all times. Just make it a habit to
never leave your home without opening the re-
frigerator door first. Playing yourstereo while
watching TV means you can have MTV with-
out cable, and you use up about twice as many
watts that way. Be sure to get a TV with
remote control, because RC's use batteries,
and they can be thrown out later, and often.
Driving everywhere you go is another important step.
Don't worry about gas prices - enough over-consumption
by everyone will push those babies right down. Besides,
the hole in the ozone is over Antarctica. It's too cold down
there anyway, especially if oil companies are to properly
exploit that frozen continent.
As far as personal health is concerned, we have a few
well chosen dietary tips. You meals should consist of lots
of soda (diet if you are watching your weight)
and Doritos. Crunch all you want. They will
for certain make more. Pizza is good, as are
cheeseburgers and Lucky Charms. By eating
these foods, you can have the lungs of a smoker
without ever having to light up.
Of course, Twinkies are a must. But only
after the foam has hardened and is no longer
l e t h a l . • ' • • • • • • ; i •••• v ;
A good tan can be useful to a student who
wants to climb the social ladder, so be sure and
get plenty of sun. We recommend tap water as
a screen. The great thing about over-exposure
is that the blisters virtually just peal off, and
when the sores heal, you have a fresh layer of
skin ready to tan.
Yeah? So? What you're point?
There are a number of miscellaneous items you can
use to further your cause, that being "me, me, me". Watch
lots and lots of TV. Do you think the professors hare are so
smart because they spend hours reading and researching?
Hell no. Many's a time when I walked into the History
Department and the boys and girls were rallied behind a
particularly gripping episode of "The Jeffersons" on TBS.
In the science departments, they like Road Runner cartoons
so they can watch what happens to the Coyote and say
"Hey, that couldn't happen in real life, could it? Naw, I
didn't think so."
Of course, remember to play your stereo in the back-
ground.
There are several other little things you can do to live
for the day, or Crape Diem, as we like to call it. Actions like
throwing soda cans out on the highway where they will
never be recycled, spitting on the sidewalk, and heckling
ConnPIRG members are just a few.
The complete list is available in a new book made on
freshly killed trees called "50 Things You Can Do To Make
Your Child's Life A Living Hell."
We hope you consider ordering a copy. We're Fea-
tures. We're here to help.
Calvin and Hobbes
ITS CLEAR. I'LL NEVER HAVE
A CAREER IN SPORTS UNTIL
I LEARN TO SUPPRESS W
SURNWAL INSTINCT.
WHAT THIS GAME
R E E K
NEGOTIATED
SETTLEMENTS.
Someone Write Me - Box
1310,
Haw c a c
rotlSE THE
ONE W O
GOES TO
WORK,AND
NOT MOM?
WELL, NOMR MOM USED TO
:GQ TO WORK, .Buy OHCE
"<0Vl C M £ ALOtfe, SOMEONE
TO STW HOWE _ ^
SOUR. McM'S JOB HKO k LOT
OF STOES8 W A9SWNM10N
SEE,.,
NO, SUED Q3TO.H 0-SE.O
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Rush Can Be Inspirational...Or a Living Hell!
• By NANCY SWEENY
Features Writer
I realize that many of my
readers must think I am a whiny
bitch who has nothing else to do
but complain, complain, complain.
Not true at all! I have plenty of
otherthingstodo, I simply choose
to bitch and moan because its a
fun and relaxing past time. And to
put it plainly, most every Trinity
student enjoys complaining (too
much work, not enough parking,
give me beer!) so I mainly do it to
fit in. And that is what this weeks
article is based on: fitting in. Or,
more specifically, Rush.
Ok, ok. I rushed. There, I
said it. I rushed and they negged
me. But, really, I'm not bitter
about it. I'm going through inten-
sive therapy four times a week and
my wrist wounds should be com-
pletely healed by mid January.
Butmy physical and mental health
is not what I am here to discuss.
I'm here to tell everyone what
rushing a sorority at Trinity is
really like.
A little known fact is the word
rush is actually an anagram for
Rickum Ukim Suckim Huckim,
which is an ancient Greek phrase
meaning, "ones who convene, talk
much and say nothing." Amazing
how that still holds true to this
day! Rush is a gathering of one
hundred,girls who stand around
engaging in idle, meaningless tea
party chat in order to get to know
each other. Am I the only one
sensing an oxymoron here or
what? (No pun on the word mo-
ron).
I guess the only way to really
show you is via a flashback/dream-
like sequence, which is good on
TV, but bad in the newspaper. But
let's give it a go, shall we?
Picture everything getting
fuzzy, a gigantic organ begins
playing mystical background
music (well, the Tripod's budget
is pretty small, so imagine a cheap
synthesizer belting out a few
chords). You become sleepy, your
surroundings are unfamiliar and
suddenly, you are transported to...
SISTER: "HI! Welcome to
rush. Try.to feel at home. Try to
feel com-
f o r t a b l e .
glasses that night, but fails mis-
erably and ends up squinting di-
rectly at my chest from only inches
away. "Nancy?"
RUSHEE: "Yes, Nancy."
SISTER: "Well, are you
having fun?"
RUSHEE: No. "Yeah, eve-
rything looks great."
SISTER: "Fabulous. So...,
where are you from?"
? A A A 9
Kappa Kappa Gamma?
Now go
m e e t
p e o p l e ! !
N o w ! !
HURRY!!
HURRY!!
Y O U
O N L Y
HAVE AN
HOUR!!!"
S o
y o u ' r e
w a l k i n g
a r o u n d ,
looking at a
lot of people you don't know.
The few you do know are flag-
ging you in the direction of the
ones you don't. Oddly enough,
just walking up to someone whom
you've never met seems like the
right thing to do. So you do it.
You look for a friendly face.
An open face. Someone who
reminds you of a friend from
home. Someone who seems like
she would let thousands of stray
cats enter her home and feed them
daily as she talks on the phone to
mother Teresa.
But there is no one like this,
so you walk up to the girl near a
table of food.
RUSHEE: rather meekly,
assertive, yet very humbly, "Hi."
SISTER: "Hi, uhm," she tries
to subtly bend over and read my
name tag because she forgot her
Delta Psi?
Tri-Cool?
I nod yes.
She nods no.
Shit!
I almost compliment her on
a really cool pair of earrings but
stop myself short so as not to look
like a kiss ass. Instead I make up
some lie about being in one of her
classes last year and escape off to
the food table.
Food
is another big
thing about
rush. You
walk in the
door and are
offered food.
You talk
about food.
You sit and
watch videos
of sisters eat-
ing food. Ex-
cuse me, is
this rush or
Bulimics An-
onymous?
RUSHEE: Do you really
care? "Boston."
SISTER: "Oh, great...,"
(long pause), "what are you plan-
ning on majoring in?"
RUSHEE: I wonder if I have
food in my teeth? "English -
Literary Writing."
S I S T E R :
"Oh...well...hmmm...,have you
met so and so?"
My body is whipped around
and I am face to face with a very
short brunette who, for some
strange reason, looks familiar. I
assumed that I must have met her
since most every girl on this
campus resembles Barbie or at
least her little companion Skip-
per.
SISTER 1: "Have you met,"
she stares at my boob again,
"Nancy?"
Strangely enough though, none
of the rushees eat any of it. And
these are the ones who trample
the weak during study breaks to
get to the snacks. So why do they
refuse gourmet chocolate cheese
cake? Because they're too nerv-
ous! Their hands are shaking so
much the cake would end up
smeared all over their faces and
not in their mouths. Plus, every-
one who's anyone knows the sis-
ters set up these food tables as
traps to see who might blow up
like a balloon is offered sister-
hood.
That, in essence, is the key to
rush. You must get into the sisters
minds, see how they think, know
what makes an impression. For
instance, wearing something very
striking is one way to stick in the
sisters' heads. One crafty rushee
wore an outfit comprised entirely
of neon. We're talking green,
yellow, orange; every hue in a 12
yr old's wardrobe. A good way to
be remembered? Yes. However,
I'd rather not be thought as "the
girl who looked like a walking
lightbulb." Another girl even had
the audacity to hand out business
cards for herself. (Names have
been changed to protect the
clueless:)
- WANDA WANNABE -
she wants to be you - call anytime:
to chat, or if you just want your
laundry done. x9999-
It's not easy to talk and feel
comfortable with a large group of
people whom you don't really
know. That's why alcohol MUST
be served at rush. As the saying
goes, alcohol makes people seem
more trusting. Conversation would
flow. Granted, it may be a little
incoherent, but when everyone's
drunk no one cares.
Booze certainly would loosen
everyone up, and the food would
be inhaled once the muncbies
kicked in. Rushees could bond
with sisters as they puked side by
side outside of Hamlin Hall.
No one would be concerned
with what they are wearing be-
cause only grubby clothes that
absorb spillage well would be
worn. Seriously sisters, if kegs
can not be tapped at rush, the least
you could do is pass out valium.
by Bill Watterson
*Ai/, 1
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Sexism Thrives Over the
Generations at Trinity
• By MICHELLE ISRAEL
Feature,* Writer
Stiusm is nor dead. To those of us who wish we could write it*
epitaph, one need only look at (he findings of (be survey completed
b) women graduates ofTnnrty. Out of one thousand responses, the
sentiments wen; overwhelmingly negative.
Woids like shock, disgust, sobering, and others were used to
describe the feelings the report brought out in lho»e of us listening
1 can only ask people to read the transcripts, and the report rlrai is
soon co lie published.
The issues or sev.sm in the social and academic life at Trinity
arc not going away When graduates tiom 1970 until 1989 repeal
the same sentiments there is something drastically wrong.
Within the written comment* there were scathing recollections
rhnl condemned fraternities, classroom sexism, and institutional
i/cd behai tor The responses ol ihe sbrvc\ were no fluke ftier? JIC
real problems here
One ot the problems seems to be thai women feel the; haw*
\crv few places to trport mcidenis II someone want*, to complain
about a ruiking uckei, the SWUIJIV Olficc is easil> ldcntifii J !f
then: has heen asexual assault there arc many options, but no model
ol how tin1 incident will be handled Inert; an.1 places to report and
gel counseling, but Tnniiy ueeds topiuve Uut the guilty parties will
be punished
TTicic ii very little the 1 nnitv lammumiy inn do if we aie uu
informed. Their bavt been two sexual assault me ident* this icnici-
and absolutely no re]xnruig at all The perpetrator have 'ifs
p hut this cannot be u-.i'd AS a delerent when no one r\on
knows the inudiTii injured
I'mil it is made dear thai date tape, gang rape, and other sexual
nrc a cnmi, and will he punished, the incidents will
rn
()>iviousl \ . H is up to the vicitm whether she publicize hn civ. n
name Yet lt>ett' needs M be (in iiistminorml waj that punishes ML
oIK'ndcr ind makes u dear that this bch.utur-is not aiicptahi-'
(nine rape mil date rape happen at frjniiv fl we die In >i"|
-.ni we h.iu to cduc.itt- cvervom,9 and onrush the otr.rndi.is
Ihe rim step uitsardt khan?? is unilt-rstaiidinr the situation
RraJ tbv iqxvt I hi' womci1 s stories, sjieak foi
Ine iiiiicsni ii\iiina'cnul lioin i\otiilk-u< lh>*
i^Mir iriimn<is, j ->iii jiilfnepls, >>w ilnm mates a«i.l vtmi .w
( , ' J ' i l II . i s
1 . lohv
' 'i '
K-JM.MHI
l d ' i i t t h r u m l e i i i i s w c n . i»w irtt i t . i l l n - i i ' \ i . v
•*» s c l[»\ii -.liii km 1 i
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Dave's back, and the GOP has been giving him trouble.
If You're Not Inside the Beltway, You're Outside the Beltway
i B y DAVE BARRY
Syndicated Columnist
Those of you who care deeply
about America's future will be
alarmed by the continuing efforts
of high-level Republicans to re-
cruit me as an influential national
leader.
The method they're using is
direct mail. As you may recall,
several months ago I reported that
I had received a letter from U.S.
Senator Bob Dole, inviting me to
•join the Republican Senatorial
Inner Circle, a prestigious group
open only to those Americans who
meet the rigorous entrance re-
quirement of forking over $ 1,000.
Sen. Dole's letter said that for an
additional $285, I could go to
Washington for a "closed-door
briefing" with "key Washington
officials," PLUS attend a dinner-
dance with President and Mrs.
Bush.
Needless to say,.I was se-
verely tempted, because when
high-level Republicans get to-
gether, they definitely know how
to "party down" to their favorite
"rap" tunes:
I'm from the GOP, and I know
how to DANCE,
I do the bunny hop in my lime
green PANTS.
Ikno w how to boogie, Iknow
how to JIVE,
1 got a statue of a jockey at the
end of my DRIVE.
(CHORUS:)
Feelin' so good, momma,
feelin' so right;
Think I might fold my S&L
tonight."
Unfortunately, I was busy
with various other obligations,
such as washing my dog, and I
never got around to joining the
Republican Senatorial Inner
Circle. So you can imagine my
surprise when, several weeks later,
I got a letter from ANOTHER Re-
publican U.S. Senator, Don Nick-
les. (True An-
ecdote: Presi-
dent Reagan
once publicly re-
ferred to Sen.
Nickles as "Don
Rickles." This
caused much
amusement be-
cause of course
Don RICKLES
is not a senator.
He is our ambas-
sador to Iraq.)
Sen. Nick-
les'letter invited
me to join an
even MORE ex-
clusive group
called the Presi-
d e n t i a 1
Roundtab le ,
which is "Made
up of men and
women, just like
yourself, who
have tremen-
dous faith in the
future of our nation and years of
experience to share with our lead-
ers."
This came as news to me,
because almost all my years of
experience involve trying to think
up new booger jokes. It's hard to
picture our leaders wanting me to
share this .with them, or even
necessarily to shake hands. But
as Sen. Nickles says, "I wouldn't
extend this invitation to you if I
did not feel you were qualified to
become a member."
What they are looking for, in
the way of qualifications, is five
grand. B ut it sounds like a heck of
a deal. As Sen. Nickles
explains:"...the Presidential
Roundtable operates much like a
private club - a club whose mem-
bers meet, talk, and dine with some
of the most important people in
the world... Presidents, U.S. Sena-
tors, Cabinet Officers, White
House Officials, and some of the
most important people in Amer-
ica today." For example, they're
planning a golf outing with for-
mer President Gerald "Look
OUT" Ford, a possible appear-
ance by former President Dick
"Dick" Nixon, and (I swear I am
not making this up) "an elegant
dinner at the Watergate Hotel."
Quite frankly, this sounds like
more fun than I would be able to
stand without the aid of prescrip-
tion drugs. But I was giving it
some serious thought when I got a
letter from
ANOTHER
Republ ican
U.S. Senator,
John Hienz,
urging me to
act quickly on
Sen. Nickles'
offer. "I hope
you are making
plans to join
us," he says.
By this point I
was beginning
to wonder
whether these
senators had
anything to do
in Washington
aside from
trying to get me
to be in exclu-
sive clubs with
them. I was
halfway ex-
pecting them to
start sending
me sweep-
stakes-style letters with pictures
of Ed McMahon telling me that I
might have already won a Valu-
able Prize, such as a five-function
LCD wristwatch or a working
Stealth bomber.
"How desperate are they?" 1
was asking myself. "How low are
they going to sink?"
This when I got the letter
from Vice President Quay le. lam
still not making this up. "Dear
Mr. Barry," the Vice President
begins. "It gives me great pleas-
ure to inform you that at the last
meeting of the membership com-
mittee of the Republican Senato-
rial Inner Circle, your name was
placed in nomination by Senator
Connie Mack and you were ac-
cepted for membership."
The Vice President also states
that "Arnold Swarzenegger,
George Schulz, Sam Walton, and
other distinguished Americans
have already joined the Inner
Circle."
"I urge you to respond as
soon as possible," he says.
Now I am concerned. I am
wondering:
- D6'es this mean I owe them
money?
- Can high-level federal offi-
cials FORCE me to be in their
club?
- Could I possibly be ap-
pointed to the cabinet via direct
mail?
- If I don't respond to them,
will I heart'rom an even HIGHER-
level official, in fact the most
powerful Republican on the
planet?
-Namely Arnold
Swarzenegger?
These are some of the ques-
tions I'm pondering as I await
their next letter. Meanwhile, I've
started reading the non-comics
sections of the newspaper so I'll
be prepared in case I wind up in
charge of foreign policy. Also
I'm in the market for some lime-
green pants.
© 1990 The Miami Herald
Distributed by Tribune Me-
dia Services
Question by John Claud On the Long Walk
What Is Tom Gerety's Middle Name?
Photos by Sue Muik
"•*
Chip Swain '93
FJava-Flav
Samantha Scinto '93
I have no clue.
Adam M. Kreisel '94
Enos
Aaron Bennett '93
Adolf
Sara Markham '94
Rufus
Julie Strong '94
English Muffins
Erin Olsen and Tony Bostic
He doesn't have one
Gina Lucas '91 and
Linda Ivey'91
Moonbeam
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Wadsworth Exhibit Shows Off Works From Contemporary Artists
iByJEMMACY
ArtsWriter
Last Wednesday evening at a
reception heralding recent acqui-
sitions to the Wadsworth
Athenaeum's contemporary art
collection, Patrick McCaughey,
the museum's director, addressed
the group of artists, students,
benefactors and museum-goers
gathered in Avery Court, the gal-
lery designated for Twentieth-
century paintings. He pointed out
that Daniel Wadsworth, upon
founding the museum, had con-
cerned himself particularly with
representing contemporary artists
in the permanent collection- The
paintings and sculptures occupy-
ing Avery Court and its satellite
galleries attest t.6 the persistence
of this policy. Mr. McCaughey
justified the allotment of Finances
and exhibition space to the acqui-
sition and display of recent works
of art on the basis of the unique
value that they hold for us. We are
the audience for whom the works
were created, or, at the very least,
.those who live in a similar, mod-
ern world.
Among the paintings new to
the Athenaeum are those by such
modern masters as Andy Warhol,
Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper
Johns and Kenneth Noland, along-
side which are examples of very
recent works, such as Cary Smith's
What Is That, of 1990. On this
large canvas, the artisthas painted
a green swastika-like cross, which
divides it into four sections, each
of which contains four bands of
color—white, navy, gold, pink.
The precision and symmetry of
the image imply an absence of
chance and a rigidity of meaning.
However, the placard beside the
painting explains that Smith in-
tends no specific allusion. Rather,
he wo.uld have the viewer reach
his own conclusions' based on
elusive, individual impressions
and associations, thereby partici-
pating in the completion of the
work of art. Smith's painting
asserts the role of the contempo-
rary museum-goer, whose reac-
tion to a work of art finishes the
creative process begun by the
artist.
Across the room from
Smith's painting is Self-Portrait
#4 by Max Coyer, whose work
was shown at the Widener Gal-
lery here at Trinity last Spring.
Mr. Coyer died of AIDS in 1988.
His painting/collage hangs, sig-
nificantly, by the entrance to the
"Group Material, AIDS Timeline,
1990" exhibit. Two rooms to the
The Women's Center; SWE and
Trinity Women's Organization
present a discussion of "Trends
in Sex Segregation in our
Society" with Professor Jerry
Jacobs of the University of
Pennsylvania.
Hamlin Hall
4 pm
TODAY
Be there.
right, one can view a video series
on AIDS conceived and narrated
by Paul Wynne, formerly a broad-
caster in San Francisco. Mr.
Wynne's intimate record of his
struggle with the disease speaks
especially strongly to the art
public, who have lost talented
colleagues to the disease.
Also on display is a three-
part sculpture by Robert Arneson
from 1987, entitled Jackson's
Crash. Although Jackson Pollock
died in a drunken car crash that
claimed the life also of a young
girl, the public has overlooked the
questionably amoral behavior of
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the artist in their reverence for his
genius. Arneson reveals his sus-
picion of the mystique that sur-
rounds Pollock in his two sculp-
tures and their accompanying
facial relief. The brightly colored
models of Pollock's car before
and after the accident present life-
like evidence of the tragedy, in-
criminating the dead artist, who
tosses back his head in a burst of
greedy laughter in the first sculp-
ture. Mr. McCaughey, in an illus-
tration of the role of the public in
the contemporary art market,
implored guests to express their
opinions regarding this piece as it
is not yet owned by the museum
but under consideration for pur-
chase by the trustees.
Contemporary approaches to
art include a multitude of styles of
representation, from figural to
abstract, a vast variety of media,
and infinite opinions and attitudes.
Truly, there is an artist for every-
one! The experience of discover-
ing in a work of art an emotion or
idea of one's own connects us
with other men and women and
links us with the creative process,
which refreshes and renews us
for our demanding daily routine.
Kurusawa's Latest Another Visual Triumph
HBy MIKE D'AMATO
Arts Writer
The Japanese director Akira
Kurosawa's latest effort, Dreams,
is a film which realizes a spec-
tacular visual display of brilliant
colors, costuming, and set design.
Kurosawa both scripted and di-
rected the film which consists of
eight renderings of dreams he has
had. The credit for the film's
visual opulence, however, must
be shared equally among Kuro-
sawa, his award winning costume
designer, Emi Wanda, and his 1 ife-
long colleague, art director
Yoshiro Muraki. The stories are
roughly autobiographical stretch-
ing from Kurosawa's childhood,
to his middle age, and finishing
with a fable of a hundred and
three year old watermill keeper.
Each of these stories bear the
Kurosawa trademark: he employs
what Russian filmmaker Vsevlod
Pudovkin labeled the "plastic
material" of film, using concrete
material objects.to communicate
the characters' interior feelings
and ideas. Kurosawa's filmstyle
is a highly metaphorical one,
demanding that the viewer pull
from the physical landscapes he
shoots the meanings he wishes to
express. Thus in the opening story/
fable "Sunshine Through The
Rain," Kurosawa pauses fora long
time on a child standing amidst
drenched Japanese beech trees
and, without dialogue, we enter
into the child's innocent, fantasy
soaked perception of the world.
At its best, Dreams combines
its consistently ethereal visual tone
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with the insightofadirectortry ing
to express, through his masterful
filmic style, sage like understand-
ings of the world; at its worst, the
film clouts the viewer over the
head with pendantic moralizing.
The four most outstanding stories
of the film ultimately make it
worth the six fifty ticket price at
Cinema City. The most stunning
of the best,is the piece entitled
"Crows." Kurosawa's alter-ego,
Akira Terao, plays a painterstudy-
ing the works of VincentvanGogh
alone in a museum. He becomes
so absorbed in the work that he
enters into tlie painting, "Crows."
In the half-empty Tuesday night
showing I could hear several
people gasp, for Kurosawa con-
structs a set which brings to life
van Ghoghs' painting with pains-
taking attention to every visual
detail. Kurosawa transforms van
Gogh's canvases flawlessly into
film. The mad French painter is
played by American cinema's own
mad painter, director Martin
Scorsese. Not straying too far
from his own character, Scorsese
talks briefly to his Japanese ad-
mirer, in clipped,-restless English
(most of the film is in Japanese).
But he is mad to paint and scam-
pers off into the distance while
Akira Terao scrambles after him
through the byzantine network of
van Gogh's painting and imagi-
nation. "Crows" would fit nicely
into any Art History course; it
serves as cinema's homage to its
roots in art. The three other sto-
ries of merit, "The Blizzard,"
"TheTunnel,"and"Villageofthe
WatermiUs" each wrestle with
issues of modern human existence.
"The Blizzard" is about four
mountainmen struggling to sur-
vive through interminable snow-
storms. The leadens visited, when
he finally gives into sleep, by an
angel of mercy/death who tries to
tuck him into the snows of eternal
sleep. "The Tunnel" achieves its
strong anti-war statement through
a dramatic confrontation at the
end of a tunnel between a Lieu-
tenant and the ghosts of his anni-
hilated platoon that are unwilling
to rest in peace. Finally, the film
ends by exalting the simple truths
Kurosawa believes humanity
should follow: living close to and
in harmony with nature and exalt-
ing the simple, peaceful life.
Aside from several stories
which falter badly, Dreams is a
quality effort. It is a life-affirm-
ing film which speaks directly to
issues of our times.
THE ICE CREAM BAR:
*Monday-Saturday 8:00 PM-Mldnlgat.
pay by the ounce .220/oz. for plain ice cream
.350/oz. with any topping,
*Over 14 different toppings and all your favorite
flavors of ice cream.
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Andes- Manta To Perform October 20
Hartford, Conn.—Music and
dances of the Andes will be fea-
tured at a benefit concert to aid
the children of Peru on Satur-
day, October 20 at 8:Q0 pm in
Goodwin Theater. The event
will be hosted by the Austin Arts
Center.
Andes Manta, a traditional
quartetfromQuito.Ecuador, will
make a special guest appearance,
Also, artists from the Peruvian
community of Connecticut will
perform folk dances and music
of Peru. Hartford-area Peruvian
groups currently scheduled to
perform include Trio Peru, Los
Huerequeques and a group which
interprets Andean dances.
Presented by Paul Winter
as his guest artists at the Cathe-
dral of St. John the Divine in
New York City, Andes Manta
has become recognized as a major
force in introducing an ancient
South American musical tradi-
tion to a wider international
audience.
The quartet creates a unique
sound with a variety of indige-
nous instruments that include
flutes, pan pipes and native per-
cussion. Andes Manta has re-
corded with Koch International
and will release more albums in
the coming year.
This concert is part of a na-
tionwide fund-raising effort
'which has been undertaken at
the request of the Peruvian gov-
ernment to aid children in Peru
where economic problems are
severe, explained Father Dom-
inic Novoa of St. Michael
Church in Hartford.
Novoa said that 38 out of
100 Peruvian children under age
six are undernourished and 81
out of 1,000 infants die before
their first birthday.
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Janice Mirikitani (above) is one of the featured
speakers at the Rainbow Sounds poetry reading
to be held Thursday October 11.
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The advertisments for Post-
cards from the Edge read "Having
a wonderful time, wish I were
here," and that is about the extent
of the plot of this moVie, which
surrounds the life of a drug and
alcohol addicted actress, attempt-
ingto get back on her feet. The
story is definitely not the film's
strongpoint, but what it does have
are some excellent performances,
and aseries of funny, clever scenes,
often poking fun at the movie
business itself.
Postcards, directed rather
blandly by the usually stylish Mike
Nichols, is based on actress Carrie
Fisher's (Star Wars, When Harry
Met Sally ) novel of the same
name, which is a semi-autobio-
graphical look at her own life on
theedge. Fisher wrote the screen-
play, which is full of eccentric
characters saying some wonder-
ful things. Meryl Streep plays the
actress, and Shirley MacLaine is
hysterical as her mother, who
tells her daughter in one scene, "I
had this horrible nightmare that a
very heavy sequined gown was
dragging me down!" And then
there is Streep, in her best come-
dic role ever, who asks her stere-
otypical therapist, "Do you always
talk in bumber stickers?". I
recommend Postcards from the
Edge, because I left the theatre
feeling amused, with many indel-
ible characters etched in my mind.
Russ:
In general, I had a much
more blazee reaction towards this
film than Liz. The cast is superb;
Meryl Streep and Shirley
MacLaine do a fine job and Rich-
ard Dryfus, Dennis Quaid, Rob
Reiner and Gene Hackman, of-
fer some sensitive counterpoint
to their rather zany characters.
Still, the performances aren't
enough to add zest to a film that
sorely needs it.
The essential story line could
have been made into a truly en-
tertaining film. I could have en-
joyed looking at the backstage
life of a show-biz family, I could
have followed Streep's charac-
ter through the trials and tribula-
tions of life dominated by her
brash, self-made, publicity
minded mother. I could have
really become absorbed in a story
with depth and humor -1 could
have but I didn't.
I was lightly amused and
entertained, but I just could not
get myself to really care what
happened. Blah! lean appreciate
the performances. Basically, if
Postcards From the Edge is on
TV some night when you have
absolutely nothing else to do, or
if you are such a tremendous fan
of Meryl Streep and Shirley
MacLaine that you'll endure
mediocrity, you'llenjoythisfilm,
If these criteria don't pertain to
you, go watch Fantasia 's 50th
anniversary instead.
MAKE SURE TO CATCH
"THIS WEEK IN THE
UNDERGROUND" ON
WRTC-FM 89.3 TONIGHT
O N BREAKING WITH CIVILITY.
All compliments
of the Bermuda
Department of
Tourism. Pink
sand and turquoise
water compliments
of nature.
W E oNt.y K
CONVERTIBLEB,
They're the
perfect way
to party hop.
Just remember,
the left side is
the right side.
PLEABE ROCK
THE BOAT,
And after our
Party Cruise,
you can windsurf,
parasaiJ, or dive.
Raise a racquet.
Qr join a
friend or three
for tee.
BERMUDA COLLEGE WEEKS
March 3 • 31
FROM i
7 [iights/g days Air/Land inclusive
Call your travel agent. Pactagei offered through; CTS Tours • Apple Tours •Mmtia Empire Tot
m Sport A Tfivtl • Aquariin Travel
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Spikers Take Tourney
SBy ADRIAN ALDAYA and
LYNETTE CHOY
Special to the Tripod
After just completing a four
home matches' and an exciting
tournament at Rhode Island Col-
lege, the Trinity Women's Var-
sity Volleyball team is riding high
with a record of 6 wins and 4
losses.
The first home game to test
the talents of the young team was
Wesleyan University on Septem-
ber 19. Unfortunately, after bat-
tling three long hard fought games,
Wesleyan took over and won (8-
15, 11-15,8-15). However, this
loss did not dampened the spirits
of the women whose next chal-
lenger was Connecticut College
on Sept. 22.
They started out slowly los-
ing the first game- 8-15 but then
fought back in the next three
games winning 19-17,15-11, and
15-4. The team was then plagued
by a losing streak in the following
two matches against Smith on
Sept. 24 and Amherst on Sept. 29.
Despite the losses, they still
looked strong with consistent
playing by captain Gracie Russell,
Celeste Snow, Megan Spann,
Mary Birkel, and serving special-
ist Sue Olsen.
Under the direction of Head
Coach Stanley Ogrodnik and
Assistant Coach Adrian Alday
'94, the women went into the
Rhode Island College Invitational
Volleyball Tournament on Octo-
ber6,1990 with a record of 2 wins
and 4 losses. In the first round, the
team crushed Salem State (15-4,
15-2). Against Roger Williams
College in the second round, the
Bantams proved to be successful
again winning the first game 15-4
and coming from behind in the
second game to win 16-14.
With these two wins, the
women advanced to play in the
championship semi-finals against
rival Connecticut College. Conn.
College jumped out to a quick
start leading the game 12-2, but
the women regrouped and fought
back to win the game 15-2. In the
next game, the Bantams destroyed
the Camels 15-4 to advance to the
championship finals against host
Rhode Island College. The finals
started off with an impressive win
overRIC 15-4. The determined
RIC team came back to test the
abilities of the women. However,
it was not enough to defeat the
stronger Trinity Women's Vol-
leyball team who won the game,
match, and tournament 16-14.
History was made this week-
end with the first tournament
championship in the history of
women's volleyball at Trinity
College. Captain Gracie Russell
was voted the tournament's Most
Valuable Player.
This year's volleyball team
is a young and talented with a
promising future. The new
members are comprised of so-
phomores, Lynette Choy and
Shonda Gibson and freshmen,
Sharon Boland, Ya Jen Chang,
Kali Erwin, Tracey Turner,
Yvonne Vandergroen, and Alli-
son Stanley (manager). These
women combined with returning
Letterwinners Mary Birkel, Sue
Olsen, Gracie Russell, Celeste
Snow, and Megan Spann has
brought forth a unique mixture of
personalities and abilities.
With the team's record of 6
wins and 4 losses, they hope to
prove as successful in future tour-
naments at Vassar, Williams,
Bowdoin, and five other matches
against Tufts, Mt. Holyoke,
Wesleyan, Coast Guard, and
Quinnipiac. Come show your
support and cheer on the exciting
team.
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Maria Nevares '91 lunges for a backhand. Photo by E. Berkowitz
Cross Country Runners Prep
For This Week's NESCAC Meet
• By JOHN CLAUD
Features Editor
The men and women's Cross
Country teams will travel to
Bowdoin this week to run in the
NESCAC Championships. The
teams had a warm up race this
week at Saratoga Springs, New
York, Friday to run against RPI
and Williams.
The men's team did not SCOTS
in the meetbecause two.of the six
runners were out with injuries.
Co-captain John Claud''91 suf-
fered from tendonitis, and Robert
Baldwin '93 had shin splints.
RPI was also missing two
key team members. Their one
and two runners were out of the
race for disciplinary actions.
•i PASTA DINNER:
every Wednesday Night from
5:30 PM-7.-30 PM, includes a variety of
pastas, marinara & meat sauce, salad,
garlic bread & medium soda for $3.95
*TWO TACOS:
*TACO TUESDAY: Make your own Tacos
every Tuesday from 5:30 PM-7:30 PM
two Tacos & a large soda for $3.95
The women's team won their
race, but the victory was tem-
pered because the Williams' team,
ranked number one in New Eng-
land, only ran two of their top
seven runners. *
The women's race was domi-
nated by Trinity, who placed five
of the race's top finishers. Carrie
Pike '93 led the race for2.5 of the
3.1 miles, but due to poor mark-
ing, ran off the course and was
overtaken by a Williams runner.
Pike estimates she lost up to forty
seconds due to the miscue.
The Trinity teams will race
against the ten NESCAC teams
Saturday at Lewiston, Me. The
women should place in the middle
of the pack, but the men will most
likely suffer due to the loss of co-
captain and number two runner
• Eric Gazin '91, who will not make
the trip due to GRE's.
RESULTS - from the 5. mile
course at RPI.
MEN :
The men did not score.
Scott Mattoon
Eric Gazin
Gordy Wisbach
Junior DiPreta
WOMEN
28:13
29:11
29:40
36:26
Trinity 23 points
Williams 33
RPI 76
Carrie Pike
Candace Mulready
Claire Summers
Jen Moran
Debbie Gammons
Emily Barnhart
19:53
20:00
20:05
20:07
20:12
23:32
Football Felled By Three
continued from page 20
The Bantam defense matched Wil-
liams, as good coverage forced
Dwyer to scramble, and come up
with very little. A great punt put
the ball at the Trinity one yard
line. The Bants could go no-
where, and were forced to punt
again. The game continued in this
cycle, untilTrinity started to drive.
The dri ve died when Lane through
his third interception. Williams
threatened, but Brian Chisolm
dragged down Sean Rorke for a
five yard loss, to set up a fourth
and ten. On the next play Robert
Bates '91 blew through the line
and recorded a sack.
The offense, however con-
tinued to struggle, and were forced
to punt. But another sack by
Chisolm forced Williams to punt
right back. On the next drive
Williams defensive back Bohdie
Amos picked off his third pass of
the day, and brought deep into
Trinity territory. Once again the
ferocious Bantam defense held
solid, and Williams went off with
nothing. On the next drive Trin-
ity found itself faced with a third
and 21, the result of a holding
penalty. Lane threw a pass over
the middle, but it was tipped into
the air, and wound up in the arms
of Williams defender Dave Week.
It looked as if Trinity would
hold Williams once again, but on
third andeightDwyerhitreceiver
Scott Shean for a 19 yard touch-
down. With Tappich's extra point
Williams held a 24-21 lead with
2:17 to go. The Bants mounted
one final charge, but a fourth down
pass fell one yard shy of the first
down marker.
The Bantams will look to
redeem themselves next week at
Hamilton, The next game at Dan
Jesse field will be in three weeks
against the Coast Guard. The
October '27 meeting will be the
final time that these twooldrivals
meet.
Be a Trinity Athletic
Supporter....
Sup port Our S c hoo l's
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The Birdwatcher
By Rick Zednik
Cluh Snorts Get No Respect
They are the bastard children of Trinity's Athletic Depart-
ment. Ten clubs are listed in the college's Handbook as "Informal
Sports Organizations." They may lack formality by the absence of
professional coaches, but the athletes on Trinity's club teams take
their activities very seriously. Some are frustrated that the college
does not do likewise.
If there were at least some consistency on the part of the
athletic department, the SGA, alumni, and others, then perhaps
some of the injustices absorbed by the clubs would be more
bearable.
Why is it that of the ten clubs listed in the Handbook, only
Cheerleading awards its members varsity letters? Why must the
Rugby players fight tooth and nail in order to gain a swatch of
grass on which to practice? They are reprimanded when they
venture on to the JV soccer field and then baffled when they
witness that same area used for parking during a football game.
Only after the ruggers excelled in competition would the athletic
department cease to ignore them. Do the tennis, wrestling or track
teams need to prove themselves worthy of space and support?
The water polo team is granted exclusive pool time for
practice. The fencing club has Unit D gym to themselves for home
meets. But, then there are the equestrian and ski clubs. Obviously,
Trinity's 90 acres do not provide them the facilities necessary, but
the school could help provide them with sufficient transportation.
Everything that these teams achieve should be creditted to
their dedicated and determined captains. These students are, for
all intents and purposes, the coaches of the teams. They organize,
schedule, teach, and determine strategy for their teams. The team
members, themselves, are driven by their own desire, rather than
a motivational or fear-inspiring head coach. Does it sound like
more responsibility required than for the "formal" sports organi-
zation?
Trinity is a very physically fit campus. This can be attributed,
at least in part, to the various club teams that offer a chance for
anyone to compete and have fun on the intercollegiate level,
without the threat of being cut.
It is these clubs that provide the essence of spor\: self-
challenge and camaraderie. Hats off to Trinity's sporting clubs:
frisbee, men and women rugby, skiing, juggling, water polo,
cheerJeading, equestrian, and outdoors. These clubs must be
preserved and deserve the school's full support.
7^7 ii i i— ' — •
Patriots Controversy Confuses Issue
Sports Analysis by Jeff Lyon
On September 17, a very dis-
turbing incident took place. In the
locker room of the New England
Patriots football.team, a female
reporter was harr
assed by several players as she
attempted to interview Patriots'
tight end Zeke Mowatt. Mowatt
was among the players to have al-
legedly driven LisaOlson, the sports
writer who covers the Patriots
games for the Boston Herald, to the
point of humiliation and embarass-
ment. She may even have to leave
her job covering the Patriots.
During the past fifteen years,
the locker rooms of professional
football, baseball, and basketball
teams have been opened to female
journalists. In the rash of court
rulings declaring that men's serv-
ice clubs, such as the Lion's and
Rotary Clubs, must open member-
ship to women, the sports leagues
did not want to fight for closed
locker rooms in court. The basis of
these decisions was an attempt to
bring aboutequality in the business
world: no individual ought to have
better business opportunities solely
on the basis of gender. Not many
would argue with this. In fact, at
many tennis tournaments, men are
even allowed in the women's locker
rooms.
In this writer's opinion, there
is a terrible problem in allowing
reporters like Lisa Olson into the
men's locker room; however, it
does not lie in her gender affili-
ation. As gross as what the players
said, they do have a point. They
merely did not focus it appropri-
ately. Not many of us would be
comfortable discussing our
achievements while standing nude
in front of a clothed member of the
opposite sex. The players forgot a
group in their adolescent com-
ments: the homosexuals. If the
players knew a male reporter was
gay and their discomfort truly was
speaking with individuals whose
sexual bias is toward men, then
I'm sure that they would harass
him, too. I believe the players to
be short sighted in their sexism
and predjudice; as a woman, Olson
was too obvious a victim.
The problem lies in the very
idea of being interviewed in the
locker room. I believe that any
interview conducted there is inap-
propriate. An athlete has one thing
in mind in the locker room, to
eliminate the evidence of physical
activity and sweat. Oneneversees
a coach being interviewed in the
locker room; he's always in the
press room. In my opinion, this is
where all interviews ought to be
conducted. It was designed for
just that purpose, so why not use
it?
This would return the locker
room to the athletes for whom it
was designed. The risk of theft
would be reduced as there would
be less commotion, and the play-
ers would be left alone to dress.
Additionally, once in the press
room, each player could be equally
accessible to all reporters; there
would be no crowd around him in
the small confines near the lock-
ers. For equality and practicality,
interviews should not be con-
ducted in the locker room.
In physical aspects and at-
tributes, men and women are dif-
ferent. In most levels of competi-
tion, they are separated. There are
the men's teams and the women's
teams, the men's locker rooms
and the women's locker rooms,
and the two should remain to their
genders. Though my public high
school claimed that there was no
discrimination in course offerings
based on gender, I would have
had a difficult time taking Girls
P.E.. It is generally accepted that
there is a pronounced skill differ-
ence between boys and girls, one
plays baseball while the other
Softball. Last- year, an exception
was made for an extremely tal-
ented girl a our rival high school.
I wondered if 1 might join the
softball team. I think most would
tell me I'm too big and therefore a
hazard; that is not sexist or dis-
crimination based on prejudice.
Therein lies my point.
In athletics as a general rule,
men and women are different. As
the French say, "Vive la differ-
ence!" Each of us has his or her
own opinion, but in America, the
rights of the minority to privacy
need to be respected. In no way
do I condone the actions or sex-
ism of the New England Patriots,
but I do recognize a problem with-
out feeling prejudice. Wouldn't
we al I rather change in peace, and
then face the aggressive press?
HIGH SPIRITS LIQUORS
Wines and Iiqours
237 White Street
Visa and
Mastercard
Accepted
Mil's Best 1/2 $26.99+
Buschl/2 $36.99+
Miller Genuine 1/4
$25.99+
We Deliver!
525-2221
Week Six in
Sundav. Oct. 14
.1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
•
1:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
7:30
MOH
9:00
Detroit
Houston
San Francisco
Green Bay
Cleveland
San Diego
Dallas
N..Y. Giants
Seattle
Pittsburgh
L.A. Rams
Minnesota
the
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
NFL
Kansas City
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Tampa Bay
New Orleans
N.Y. Jets
Phoenix
Washington
L. A. Raiders
Denver
Chicago
Philadelphia
Rix Pix
K.C. by 13
Hou. by 7
S.F. by 14
T.B. by 1
N.O. by 13
N.Y. by 10
Pho. by 7
N.Y. by 10
L.A. by 17
Den. by 7
Chi. by 1
Phi. by 1
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Bantams' Progress Report
Field Hockey
As of 9/29
Record: 6-0
Leading scorers:
Name G A
L. Rice 5 2
B. Jones 5 1
L. Davison 4 0
C. Pattison 3 0
Tennis
As of 10/5
Record: 4-3
Leading singles players:
Name W
#1 A. Shin 5
#2 B. Hewitt 5
#3 M. Nevares 5
.Leading doubles team:
Names W
Nevares/Watkins 4
Men's Soccer
As of 9/29
Record: 3-1-1
Leading scorers:
Pts
7
6
4
3
L
2
2
2
Name
P. Alegi
R. Fierro
J. Twichell
P. McCabe
G
3
2
2
1
Women's Soccer
As of 9/29
Record: 2-2
Leading scorers:
Name
M. Stricklnd
L. Macaro
K. Hewitt
S. Thayer
G
2
2
2
1
A
1
2
0
2
A
1
1
0
2
Pts
7
6
4
4
Pts
5
5
4
4
Men's Soccer
New England Div. Ill
Poll as of October 1
Team
1. Salem St
2. Babson
Record
6-1-0
7-0-1
3. Western Conn 11-1-0
4. Wesleyan
5. Colby '
6. Williams
7. Tufts
8. Johnson St
4-0-1
5-0-2
3-1-1
3-1-1
7-2-1
Pts
50
45
38
36
31
20
15
14
9. Bridgewater St 6-1-0
10. Trinity 3-1-1
9
6
Intramural Football Standings
Results as of Oct.
Team
Hornets
Jonesmen
GodsofAXP
Sigma Nu
Jarvis Boys
Mack Daddies
CP's Bomb Squad
Rubber Duckies
Pledges
5
W-L-T
5-0
3-0
3-1
2-1
1-3-1
1-2
0-2-2
0-3-1
0.-3
PF
163
47
92
29
59
43
19
45
13
PA
27
15
58
21
123
72
32
104
58
Head-of-the-Charles
The 26th annual Head-of-the-
Charles Regatta will be held on
Sunday, Oct. 21 with the first
race at 8:30 am. Spectators
should know that Metropolitan
Police will strictly enforce a
ban on alcohol, camping and
open fires. Spectators are urged
to use public transportation.
Football
ECAC New Eimland Div. Ill
Poll as of October
Team
1. Plymouth St
2. Williams
3. Trinity
4. Lowell
5. WPI
6. Bridgewater St
7. Wesleyan
8. Bentley
9. Nichols
10. Coast Guard
1L Framingham S
1
Record
4-0
2-0
2-0
3-1
3-0-1
3-1
2-0
3-0
3-1
2-2
t 2-2
12. Maine Maritime 2-2
13. Bates
tie Middlebury
15. Stonehill
1-1
1-1
1-1
Pts(#l Votes)
226(20)
191.(2)
160(1)
141
128
102
92
76
60
47
14
7
5
5
4
This Week in
Bantam Sports
Tue. W Soccer vs. Clark 3:30
Wed. Tennis @ Smith 3:30
JV M Soccer @ Coast Guard 4:00
Thu. Field Hockey ©Smith 7:00
Volleyball @ Tufts 6:00
Water Polo @ Bridgewater St TB A
Sat. Volleyball @ Vassar Tourny 9:00
M Soccer vs. Tufts 11:00
Field Hockey vs. Conn Coll 11:00
Tennis vs. Wesleyan 12:00
Cross Country @ Bowdoin 1:00
W Soccer <§> Manhattanville 1:00
Football @ Hamilton 1:30
Athletey of
the Week
The College View's Athlete
of the Week is golf captain
Dave Ells '91 who shot a 74
to finish second in the ECAC
qualifying meet on Thursday,
thus placing him in the
ECAC tournament.
• -
The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
z-r'
Quarterback James Lane '92 rolls to his left. Photo by Lisa Denny
Ouch! Williams Does It Again
Ephs Go Ahead In 57th Minute To Win 24-21
Field Hockey Also
Denied For First Time
In Loss To Williams
Record Runs to 7-1 as
Defense Led by Cook,
Van der Does Stands
Out In Amherst Win
& By PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
Coming into Saturday's game
between the Bantams and the
Williams College Ephs, both
teams were riding long winning
streaks. The Bantams had an eight
game winning streak, and the Ephs
a fifteen gamer. The Ephs streak,
was the longest such in the entire
nation. During those 15 games
the team that had come closest to
toppling them was our own Bants.
Last year's game, which was
Trinity's last loss going into the
game, ended with a last second
Williams touchdown that gave the
Ephs victory. This years re-match
was every bitas exciting, and every
bi t as frustrating, as once again the
Ephs prevailed, 24-21.
' The game started quietly for
both teams. After Trinity kicked
off, the defense stopped Williams
quickly and forced a punt. The
Bantam offense went on to the
field behind led by quaterback
James Lane '92, who starting the
day was the E.C.A.C.'s leading
passer. The first drive however,
came to an abrupt end when Wil-
liams defensive back Bohdi Amos
picked off a pass thrown into
double coverage. It was the first
of six Trinity turnovers, a major
factor in their undoing.
Williams marched back up
the field, and converted the turn-
over into a touchdown. The drive
was highlighted by twothird down
conversions, and a personal foul
on the Bantam defense. On fourth
down and goal at the two, Wil-
liams Q.B., Dan Dwyer threw a
touchdown for the first score of
the game. The Ephs converted the
extra point, and went ahead 7-0,
with 7:19 left in the first quarter.
The Bantams came right back,
scoring on the next drive. The six
play, sixty-four yard drive was
spear-headed by a strong perform-
ance by Senior Stephen Redgate.
On the first play of the drive Lane
and Redgate hooked up for a 32
yard pass play. Right after that,
Redgate galloped through the hole
created by the offensive line for a
13 yard run. A few plays later
Lane hit tight end Rocco DeMaio
for a 17 yard score. DeMaio had
a field day against the Williams
defense, and wound up with ten
catches for 143 yards. The extra
point was good, and the score tied
7-7.
After a few changes of
possesion and a missed field goal
by Trinity, Williams took over at
their own 11 yard line. On thefirst
play from scrimmage, Trinity line-
backer Jason Masi came up with
his first interception of the season.
With Masi's return putting the ball
at the Williams 43, Lane and
DeMaio hooked up again, for a 41
yard completion. On the next play
Redgateplunged into theend zone.
Ted O'Conner missed the extra-
point, and the score was 13-7.
Midway through the second
quarter, Williams appeared to be
driving again, when Chuck Bra-
dley '92 picked off a Dwyer pass.
Besides the interception, Bradley
played a fine game from his line
backer position. With the ball
again on the Williams 43, Lane
went to work. He hit DeMaio for
two completions, which brought
the ball inside the 20. However an
ill-advised pass over the middle,
wound up losing yardage, and
forced a fourth down situation.
But once again DeMaio came
through. Lane got the ball to him,
for a big play. With the ball on the
one yard line, Corey Foster scored,
and made the two point conver-
sion. With 7 minutes in the sec-
ond half, Trinity led 21-7.
On the ensuing drive senior,
defensive back, Mike Conklin
picked off a pass, and returned it
33 yards to the Williams 47.
Conklin, also was a defensive
standout for the Bantams. This
time, however, the Bantams did
not convert the turnover into
points. On what became the turn-
ing point of the game, Lane
through the ball right into the arms
of Williams Ail-American line-
man Ted Rogers. Rogers rumbled
to the Trinity 26, and from their
the offense took over. Behind the
rushing of Sean Rorke, the Ephs
scored right before half time, to
make it 21-14.
The Bantams fumbled the
opening kick-off in the second
half, giving Williams the ball on
the Trinity 34. The Williams drive
was typical of the entire second
half. Williams had great field
position, but the Bantam defense
held rock steady, and did all they
could to defy the laws of aver-
ages. The first drive wound up
with a Williams field goal from
kicker Brian Tappich to make it
2 1 - 1 7 . -: -"•• • , . . , .
The Trinity offense stalled
on their first drive, as the Ephs
started consistentlsy harried Lane.
Please turn to page 17
I By MARC TENEROWICZ
Sports Writer
The field hockey team ran its
record to 7-0 with a victory over
Amherst before losing to power-
house Williams on Saturday. In
Wednesday's game at Amherst
the Bants and Lord Jeffs played a
scoreless first half. In the second
half, goals by Lexi Rice '93 and
Cooie Stetson,off apenalty stroke,
gave the Bants a 2-1 come-from-
behind victory and preserved the
Bants' undefeated record.
Saturday's score, 3-1 Wil-
liams, is notindicati ve of Trinity' s
performance. Williams, one of the
best teams the Bantams will face
this season, scored the only goal
of the first half when lightening-
fast forward Chen Stites broke in
alone on Louise van der Does '91
and drilled a rocket in the lower-
left corner. The Bantams met this,
the biggest challenge of their
season, with tenacity, determina-
tion, and, at the 25:00 mark of the
second half, the tying goal. .
- Robin Cook, who was particu-
larly effective against the Purple
Cows' shooter on penalty cor-
ners, tapped a free hit to B rax ton
Jones '94, who blasted a drive off
Williams goalie Tracy Davis and
into the net.'Unfortunately, Wil-
liams' Stites notched two goals
late, at three minutes and fifty
seconds to go, to give the Cows
the win.
Looking into the future, the
chances are good that "the Bants
will have an opportunity to avenge
this hard-fought loss in the post
season
Tennis Smashes Smith and Wallops
Williams By 7-2 and 6-3 Margins
M By RICK ZEDNIK
Sports Editor
Two convincing wins pro-
vided the tennis team with a
healthy amountof inspiration and
confidence to build on down the
home stretch of the season. The
7-2 victory at Smith on Thursday
and the 6-3 triumph at Williams
lifted the Bantams' record to 5-3
with a41-31 record in individual
matches.
Strong winds and then rain
marred the match at Smith, which
had to be completed indoors. The
conditions did not hinder the
performances turned in by the
visiting Bantams. Six of the day's
matches went to three sets, but
Trinity was the better team
throughout.
In singles play, the Bantam
contestants numbered one through
five all emerged on the up side of
their matches. The wins were
provided by Anita Shin '94, Bo
Hewitt '93, Maria Nevares '91,
Heather Watkins191 „ and the re-
habilitated Laura Hubbard '93.
Trinity took two of the three
doubles matches. Shin and Hewitt
teamed to take their contest at first
doubles, while Nevares and Wat-
kins downed their opponents at
second doubles. Thus, Trinity rode
home having captured seven of
the nine matches.
Another road trip awaited
Coach Wendy Bartlett's squad on
Saturday, as the Bantams ven-
tured to Williamstown to take on
the rival Ephs. Trinity's talented
singles participants once again
proved to be the necessary differ-
ence. Williams' number three
singles player was absent due to
the LSAT, thus bumping up the
players usually playing four
through seven. This would work
to the overwhlming advantage of
the visitors. Shin lost for only the
third time in herfreshman season,
but the rest of the Trinity competi-
tors saw favorable results.
Nevares, one of the team's
captains, described the style of
the Williams players as just
"pushing back their shots, which
frustrated us, because we are a
hard-hitting team." This factor
could not have adversely effected
the Bants to any significant de-
gree as they won five singles.
matches. Hewitt and Nevares both
raised their season records to 6-2.
Hubbard continued hercomeback
with another victory. Watkins won
6-2,5-7,7-5 and Stephanie Voros
'92 wiped out her opponent 6-1.
6-0.
In the pairs matches, Shin
and Hewitt won for the fifth time
this year, but Nevares and Wat-
kins suffered their second defeat
of the campaign. Williams took
the third doubles match to close
the day's play as a 6-3 Trinity
win.
On the season, four of the
Bantams' victories have been by
the score of 6-3 and the fifth was
7-2. Three of the losses were by
slim5-4 margins and only the one
7-2 loss to Wellesley sticks out as
a day when the Bantams were
overmatched. Tomorrow, the
team travels to Poughkipsee to
challenge Vassara and then they
will return home to play Wesleyan
on Saturday. The season's final
dual match will be on October 17
at home against Mt. Holyoke.
Then, the Bantams will look to
place high at the New England
Tournament.
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